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Preface 

The present book includes a set of selected papers from the conference “Challenges and 

Reality of the IT-space: Software Engineering and Cybersecurity” (SECS 2022) that 

was held online on October 25–26th 2022. The conference has been organized by 

Department of Software Engineering and Cybersecurity (State University of Trade and 

Economics, Ukraine) and Department of Information Technology (Poznań University 

of Economics and Business, Poland). The conference committee has received 33 

articles, out of which 16 have been accepted for the conference presentation based on 

peer-review process and the best 10 articles have been selected for the publishing in 

this book. It gives the acceptance rate of approximately 0.3. The decisions to organize 

the conference in online mode and to make the conference free of charge have been 

intended to popularize the content of these valuable works. 

It has to be noted that conference participants from all over Ukraine have managed 

to contribute to the conference despite the ongoing hybrid war. Not only the external 

conditions, also the topic of the conference has been challenging. The state-of-the-art 

achievements in the fields of cybersecurity and reliable software engineering are of 

significant importance in the circumstances of the foreign state aggression. Obviously 

the war takes place also in the cyberspace. In this challenging situation, it is a proper 

decision to stimulate research in this field by organizing a meeting place for researchers 

willing to exchange their ideas and results for achieving solid IT infrastructure.   

The successful collaboration between Ukrainian and Polish researchers on this new 

conference is the first step towards further collaboration on joint research and educa-

tional projects as well as on subsequent editions of the conference.  
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Abstract. Recently numerous Advanced Persistent Threat groups originating 

from various countries have been identified, carrying out a wide range of attacks 

from spear phishing to exploits focused on various entities both commercial and 

governmental and even military. Many of them exploit zero-day unknown vul-

nerabilities for which no patch is available, however there are also many cases in 

which the patch is publicly known and perfectly accessible to the software 

administrator, but still it is not applied to vulnerable software. This phenomenon 

is analyzed in the presented work. The list of most commonly exploited vul-

nerabilities has been cross-referenced with commonly available reports of APT 

actors’ activity, and checked against the raw data from a massively used vul-

nerability management solution. The authors postulate that APT groups suc-

cessfully exploit the “long tail” of security vulnerabilities that remain unpatched 

for months and even years, despite the availability of a fix. 

Keywords: cybersecurity, software vulnerabilities, security patch, unpatched 

vulnerability, vulnerability long tail, advanced persistent threat 

1 Introduction 

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) is an adversary with sophisticated levels of ex-

pertise, motivation and significant resources often provided by nation states, which 

allow it to create opportunities to achieve its objectives by using multiple attack vectors 

[9], [21], [22]. APT is characterized by a repeated and prolonged pursuit of its 

objectives, adaptation to the target’s defense mechanisms, and determination to main-

tain the level of attack intensity to achieve its objectives [22]. Numerous APTs have 

been identified originating from various countries [11], [14], [18], [19], [29], [31], 

carrying out a wide range of attacks from spear phishing to exploits focused on various 

entities both commercial and governmental and even military [5], [17]. 

Nation state actors take advantage of vulnerable software to conduct espionage or 

sabotage operations in cyberspace. Many of them exploit unknown vulnerabilities (so 

called zero-days), for which no patch is available as even the vendor is not aware of 

their existence. The serious challenge of zero-days is extensively researched in 
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literature [2], [3], [16], [27], [28]. However, in practice there are many cases in which 

the patch is publicly known and perfectly accessible to the software administrator, but 

despite those circumstances it is not applied to vulnerable software [15], [24]. This 

phenomenon is analyzed in the presented work. The authors of this article postulate that 

APT groups successfully exploit the “long tail” of security vulnerabilities in systems 

that remain unpatched for months and even years [13], despite the availability of a fix. 

In this paper the long tail of security vulnerabilities is defined as a set of well-known 

vulnerabilities that have not been patched by entities that should mitigate them within 

the average time taken to fix critical cybersecurity vulnerabilities. The average time 

taken to fix cybersecurity vulnerability that has been reported in recent sources varies 

from 200 days [25] to 205 days [33] (256 days for high severity vulnerabilities) and the 

value of 205 days has been applied to the presented analysis.  

While analyzing the phenomenon of long-tail vulnerabilities the following research 

questions arise: 

 What is a specificity of the vulnerabilities that are frequently unpatched in software 

despite the availability of the patch?  

 What is the risk level related to the existence of long-tail vulnerabilities in the context 

of known APT attacks (CVE severity)?  

 What are the main groups of factors that build barriers to applying the patch in time 

for software administrators?  

 What are possible countermeasures or recommendations for various stakeholders 

that could mitigate the risks? 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the background for the 

presented work is described. The research method used in the data analysis of the long 

tail vulnerabilities and corresponding APTs is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents 

and explains the results of the analysis. A discussion of the findings and conclusions 

are presented in Section 5. 

2 Background 

In the vulnerability timeline the following key points can be distinguished:   

1. Vulnerability is introduced by a vendor or open-source contributor.  

2. The vulnerability is detected and confidentially reported to the security organization 

or to the software vendor.   

3. The vulnerability description is published.   

4. The vulnerability is patched and the patch is released (in some cases order of the 

activities 3 and 4 is changed).  

5. The patch is deployed by the end user. 

Vulnerabilities are introduced into software during the development process as  

a result of various intentional or unintentional events: bugs in source code, bugs in 

software libraries, and errors in configuration or testing procedures. Users introduce 

vulnerabilities to their systems as a result of third-party software installation, its 
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upgrade (new features – new bugs) or installation of custom extensions. Sometimes  

a vulnerability may stem from improper configuration – like the use of unsafe protocols 

or weak cryptographic ciphers. Vulnerability identification can occur as a result of 

testing performed by the testing team, analysis of the source code by the product 

community, or exploitation attempts performed by external or internal adversaries. It 

may be a matter of discovering a weakness in a cryptographic procedure, rendering it 

vulnerable. Once a vulnerability is discovered, it is described and published by security 

organizations such as National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [23] or MITRE’s CVE 

[20]. Once the specification of the vulnerability is known, software vendors release  

a patch, and security organizations make preliminary security recommendations. Once 

the patch is released, system administrators install it on their systems.  

The majority of software vendors and security researchers respect the code of 

“responsible disclosure”, where a memorandum on releasing the information is mu-

tually agreed between the vendor and researcher. Thanks to this, the information about 

the vulnerability is published simultaneously with the fix, minimizing the time when 

systems are exposed to an attack. In current-day bug bounty programs, responsible 

disclosure behavior is also motivated by a financial reward to the researcher.  

The area of research on security vulnerabilities is dominated by numerous zero-day 

vulnerability studies [26]. Researchers are working on detecting and preventing zero-

day attacks, proposing a range of techniques and frameworks [2], [3], [16], [27], [28]. 

Kotzias et. al examined the issue of patching delays across tens of millions of client 

hosts for dozen client-side and over one hundred server-side applications and noted that 

up to nine months is required to patch 90% of server-side hosts [15]. Sarabi et. al. 

studied the patching behavior of more than 400 thousand users and found that many 

hosts stay unpatched even with known and exploited vulnerabilities [24]. Allodi et. al. 

have developed a theoretical model that proves the following theses: an attacker 

exploits only one vulnerability for a given software version, frequently chooses 

vulnerabilities that require low attack complexity, and prepares the exploitation of new 

vulnerabilities in a slow manner [1]. 

Despite numerous studies on new vulnerabilities and the problem of patching known 

vulnerabilities, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies on the matching of 

known, often unpatched vulnerabilities (named in this paper as “long tail”), with known 

APT groups for which history of exploitation of these vulnerabilities has been officially 

proven. 

3 Method 

In order to analyze the phenomenon of the long tail of security vulnerabilities, the 

authors took a list of most commonly exploited vulnerabilities, maintained and pub-

lished officially by the CISA organization [6], and cross-referenced it with commonly 

available reports of APT actors’ activity [4], [12], [18], [19], [29]. That list of CVEs 

was then checked against the raw data from the vulnerability management solution [32]. 

Because of anonymization requirements, the results are shown as a percentage of 

vulnerable assets out of total active assets known to the product. The asset is defined 
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here as a host or other type of device that has an IP address and is connected to a cor-

porate network. It can be a server, desktop, workstation, network device, printer, mobile 

(rare case), or IoT device. It is also indicated when the vulnerability was first reported 

and when it was seen most recently to give insight into a time span and the long tail 

effect of vulnerabilities.  

Because of confidentiality reasons, absolute numbers cannot be used in this analysis, 

and it operates on percentage values of affected assets in the whole asset pool of the 

database. It has to be stressed that even if percentage values are low, it means thousands 

of instances in absolute numbers. Also, the percentage values are calculated in relation 

to all assets, all architectures, and all operating systems. For instance, missing security 

updates for Windows affect only assets running this operating system, but the per-

centage is calculated relative to the size of the full asset base, which obviously includes 

many non-Windows machines. Lastly, presented data come from the vulnerability 

management product database [32] which tends to be used by mature organizations, 

that actively manage their vulnerabilities (SMB and SME organizations; the product is 

being sold through a channel where partners are usually MSP/MSSP IT companies 

providing services to their end customers). It is therefore safe to assume that the long 

tail percentages would look much worse in the general population of global assets. On 

the other hand, APT actors tend to target mature organizations, hence the target group 

of APT actors can be compared to a representative sample of vulnerability management 

product customers. 

4 Results 

The 200,000 raw data sample obtained on 29. August 2022 from WithSecure(TM) 

Elements Vulnerability Management solution [32] was filtered to include vulner-

abilities that were first reported before 205 days of the survey (which is the average 

time taken to fix cybersecurity vulnerability [33]). The data was sorted by the per-

centage of assets affected by the vulnerability. A CVE code or set of codes was then 

identified for a particular vulnerability (many CVEs can be related to one vulnerability). 

Then, based on the CISA Known Exploited Vulnerabilities Catalog [6], vulnerabilities 

have been limited to only those for which an exploit has been reported and finally the 

list of vulnerabilities has been limited to the top twenty-five. Vulnerabilities with an 

assigned percentage of affected assets and the time of first reporting are shown in  

Table 1. Analysis of the data in Table 1 reveals that the top 25 list is dominated by 

vulnerabilities reported earlier than 3 years since the time of the research. Figure 1 

shows a slow decline in the number of vulnerabilities in the top 25 list relative to their 

first report time. 
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Table 1. Long tail vulnerabilities based on raw data obtained from solution [32], first reported 

before the average time taken to fix cybersecurity vulnerability, sorted by the percentage  

of affected assets (top 25), limited to those for which an exploit has been reported [6],  

with corresponding CVE codes 

VID Vulnerability 
Percentage 

affected [%] 

First time 

reported 
CVE 

1 
Teamviewer through 14.7.1965 Improper 

Authentication Vulnerability  
1.71 18.02.2020 2019–18988 

2 
Intel Management Engine Components Privilege 

Escalation Vulnerability  
0.91 22.11.2017 2017–5689 

3 
Apache Log4j2 Remote Code Execution 

Vulnerability (Authenticated Check for Windows)  
0.82 15.12.2021 2021–44228 

4 January 2022 Security Updates  0.65 17.01.2022 2022–21882 

5 
Remote Desktop Services Remote Code Execution 

Vulnerability BlueKeep  
0.60 01.06.2019 2019–0708 

6 
Apache Tomcat before 7.0.100, 8.5.51 and 9.0.31 

File Inclusion Vulnerability  
0.54 27.02.2020 2020–1938 

7 
October 2021 Security Updates (including remote 
code execution in MS Office)  

0.54 15.10.2021 
2021–37976 

2021–37975 

8 
Samba before 4.10.18, 4.11.13, 4.12.7 Netlogon 

Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability  
0.47 22.09.2020 2020–1472 

9 November 2021 Security Updates  0.41 12.11.2021 

2021–41379 

2021–42278 

2021–42287 

2021–42292 

2021–42321 

10 September 2021 Security Updates  0.41 27.09.2021 

2021–38647 

2021–38645 

2021–38648 

2021–38649 

2021–38646 

2021–40444 

11 March 2021 Security Updates  0.39 05.03.2021 

2021–21193 

2021–27059 

2021–26855 

2021–26857 

2021–26858 

2021–27065 

2021–26411 

2021–21166 

12 May 2021 Security Updates  0.38 17.05.2021 
2021–31207 

2021–31166 

13 October 2017 Security Updates  0.38 24.10.2017 
2017–11774 

2017–11826 

14 July 2020 Security Updates  0.37 20.07.2020 

2020–1350 

2020–1040 

2020–1147 
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Table 1 (continued). Long tail vulnerabilities based on raw data obtained from solution [32], 

first reported before the average time taken to fix cybersecurity vulnerability, sorted by the 

percentage of affected assets (top 25), limited to those for which an exploit has been reported 

[6], with corresponding CVE codes 

VID Vulnerability 
Percentage 

affected [%] 

First time 

reported 
CVE 

15 
MS17-010: Microsoft Windows SMB remote code 

execution (WannaCry)  
0.33 19.05.2017 2017–0143 

16 
Apache Tomcat before 7.0.82, 8.0.47, 8.5.23 and 

9.0.1 Remote Code Execution Vulnerability  
0.32 30.10.2017 2017–12617 

17 September 2017 Security Updates  0.31 14.09.2017 2017–8759 

18 Oracle Java is Missing June 2013 Critical Patch  0.31 03.06.2014 2013–2465 

19 January 2021 Security Updates  0.27 19.01.2021 2021–1647 

20 January 2018 Security Updates  0.27 16.01.2018 
2018–0798 

2018–0802 

21 
MS15-081: Vulnerabilities in Microsoft Office 
Could Allow Remote Code Execution  

0.27 14.12.2015 2015–1642 

22 Oracle Java is Missing April 2013 Critical Patch  0.26 03.06.2014 2013–2423 

23 Oracle Java is Missing February 2013 Critical Patch  0.25 03.06.2014 2013–0431 

24 
Adobe Reader is Missing APSB13-15 Security 
Update  

0.25 14.12.2015 
2013–2729 

2013–3346 

25 
Adobe Reader is Missing APSB13-07 Security 

Update  
0.25 02.11.2016 

2013–0640 

2013–0641 

 
Fig. 1. Number of vulnerabilities older than given number of years 

In the next step a base score and a CVSS 2.0 vector have been assigned to each CVE 

code based on the NIST National Vulnerability Database to facilitate comparative 

analysis of attributes of long tail vulnerabilities. These data are presented in Table 2. It 

is worth noting that 24 of the 49 CVE’s have a base score greater than 7, which denotes 

high severity. Moreover, none of the CVEs in Table 2 has a base score indicating low 

severity. Further analysis of the data in Table 2 shows that for as many as 41 of the 49 
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CVEs a network is the access vector, 22 CVEs are characterized by low access com-

plexity and as many as 43 CVEs require no authentication. In terms of impact on the 

attributes of confidentiality, integrity, and availability, the 20 CVEs are characterized 

by an impact on all three. 

Table 2. Top 25 long tail vulnerabilities with CVSS 2.0 vectors assigned [23] 

VID CVE 
Base 

Score 

Access 

Vector 

Access 

Complexity 
Authentication 

Confidentiality 

impact 

Integrity 

impact 

Availability 

Impact 

1 
2019-

18988 
4,4 Local Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2 2017-5689 10 Network Low None Complete Complete Complete 

3 
2021-

44228 
9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

4 
2022-

21882 
7,2 Local Low None Complete Complete Complete 

5 2019-0708 10 Network Low None Complete Complete Complete 

6 2020-1938 7,5 Network Low None Partial Partial Partial 

7 

2021-
37976 

4,3 Network Medium None Partial None None 

2021-
37975 

6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

8 2020-1472 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

9 

2021-

41379 
4,6 Local Low None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

42278 
6,5 Network Low Single Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

42287 
6,5 Network Low Single Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

42292 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

42321 
6,5 Network Low Single Partial Partial Partial 

10 

2021-

38647 
7,5 Network Low None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

38645 
4,6 Local Low None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

38648 
4,6 Local Low None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

38649 
4,6 Local Low None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

38646 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

40444 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 
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Table 2 (continued). Top 25 long tail vulnerabilities with CVSS 2.0 vectors assigned [23] 

VID CVE 
Base 

Score 

Access 

Vector 

Access 

Complexity 
Authentication 

Confidentiality 

impact 

Integrity 

impact 

Availability 

Impact 

11 

2021-

21193 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

27059 
8,5 Network Medium Single Complete Complete Complete 

2021-

26855 
7,5 Network Low None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

26857 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

26858 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

27065 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

26411 
5,1 Network High None Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

21166 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

12 

2021-

31207 
6,5 Network Low Single Partial Partial Partial 

2021-

31166 
7,5 Network Low None Partial Partial Partial 

13 

2017-

11774 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

2017-

11826 
9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

14 

2020-1350 10 Network Low None Complete Complete Complete 

2020-1040 7,7 Adjacent Low Single Complete Complete Complete 

2020-1147 6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

15 2017-0143 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

16 
2017-

12617 
6,8 Network Medium None Partial Partial Partial 

17 2017-8759 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

18 2013-2465 10 Network Low None Complete Complete Complete 

19 2021-1647 7,2 Local Low None Complete Complete Complete 

20 
2018-0798 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

2018-0802 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

21 2015-1642 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

22 2013-2423 4,3 Network Medium None None Partial None 

23 2013-0431 5 Network Low None None Partial None 

24 
2013-2729 10 Network Low None Complete Complete Complete 

2013-3346 10 Network Low None Complete Complete Complete 

25 
2013-0640 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 

2013-0641 9,3 Network Medium None Complete Complete Complete 
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Table 3. Long tail vulnerabilities cross-referenced with data on APT actors’ activity  

[18], [19], [29], [12], [4] 

VID CVE CVE category name 
CISA 

TOP 
APT 

Suspected 

origin 

3 2021-44228 

Apache Log4j2 JNDI configuration, log 
messaging, and parameterization 

features not protecting against attacker-

controlled LDAP and other endpoints 

2021 

Magic Hound Iran 

Aquatic Panda China 

Lazarus North Korea 

Mercury Iran 

8 2020-1472 
Netlogon Elevation of Privilege 

Vulnerability 

2020 

2021 

FIN7 Russia 

DragonFly Russia 

Wizard Spider Russia 

menuPass China 

11 

2021-26855 
Microsoft Exchange Server Remote 
Code Execution Vulnerability 

2021 
HAFNIUM China 

Threat Group-3390 China 

2021-26857 
Microsoft Exchange Server Remote 

Code Execution Vulnerability 
2021 

HAFNIUM China 

Threat Group-3390 China 

2021-26858 
Microsoft Exchange Server Remote 

Code Execution Vulnerability 
2021 

HAFNIUM China 

Threat Group-3390 China 

2021-27065 
Windows Container Execution Agent 
Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability 

2021 
HAFNIUM China 

Threat Group-3390 China 

2021-26411 
Internet Explorer Memory Corruption 

Vulnerability 
– APT37 North Korea 

13 2017-11774 
Microsoft Outlook Security Feature 

Bypass Vulnerability 
– 

APT 33 Iran 

APT 34 Iran 

14 2020-1040 
Hyper-V RemoteFX vGPU Remote 

Code Execution Vulnerability 
– 

Sandworm Team Russia 

Kimsuky North Korea 

APT 28 Russia 

ATP 33 Iran 

16 2017-12617 
Apache Tomcat JSP Code Injection and 

Remote Execution Vulnerability 
– Sea Turtle Iran 

17 2017-8759 
.NET Framework Remote Code 
Execution Vulnerability 

– 

APT-C-01 China 

BlackOasis Middle East 

Cobalt Group ND 

Leviathan China 

20 

2018-0798 
Microsoft Office Memory Corruption 

Vulnerability 
– 

Tonto Team China 

Higaisa South Korea 

BRONZE BUTLER China 

Threat Group-3390 China 

2018-0802 
Microsoft Office Memory Corruption 

Vulnerability 
– 

APT 37 North Korea 

Tonto Team China 

Confucius India 

Tropic Trooper China 

Inception Russia 

BRONZE BUTLER China 

25 2013-0640 
Adobe Reader and Acrobat via  

a Crafted PDF Document 
– DarkUniverse ND 
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Finally, the long tail vulnerability list has been cross-referenced with commonly 

available reports of APT actors’ activity [4], [12], [18], [19], [29] and CISA Top 

Routinely Exploited Vulnerabilities [7], [8]. The matching is presented in Table 3. It is 

worth noting that the first 6 CVEs listed in Table 3, are included in the Top Routinely 

Exploited Vulnerabilities list prepared by CISA. This shows that common, known, 

unpatched vulnerabilities have not only been actively exploited by APTs, but are di-

rectly listed by security organizations as frequently exploited. In other words, organiza-

tions are not patching known vulnerabilities, despite widely available warnings of their 

active exploitation. 

Interesting relationships become apparent when the data in Tables 2 and 3 are com-

bined. As many as 13 of the 14 vulnerabilities listed in Table 3 do not require authen-

tication. In addition, 7 of the 14 CVEs have a base score exceeding 9, meaning that they 

allow all three information security attributes (confidentiality, integrity, availability) to 

be completely compromised with at least a medium attack complexity. CVEs with  

a mean base score were also used by APT groups, e.g., CVE-2021-26857, CVE-2021-

26858, CVE-2021-27065, CVE-2021-26411, CVE-2017-11774, and CVE-2017-

12617. The aforementioned CVEs are characterized by a network attack vector, lack of 

authentication, and partial violation of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Thus, 

even CVEs having only a medium base score can pose a threat. 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

The presented analysis shows several widespread vulnerabilities that are a few years 

old and still run unpatched, despite a fix from the vendor being available. After initial 

hype and interest, even the most prominent vulnerabilities, such as Log4j (CVE-2021-

44228) or ProxyShell (CVE-2021-34473, CVE-2021-34523, and CVE-2021-31207), 

fade, get forgotten, while vulnerable systems invite attackers to take advantage of 

unpatched security holes.   

The general findings from this work are as follows: (1) based on raw real-world data, 

a non-negligible percentage of active servers is still affected by long-tail vulnerabilities 

despite the availability of the patches; (2) these identified long-tail vulnerabilities have 

a historical record of exploitation by foreign APTs that are described in cybersecurity 

professional sources. Therefore, (3) there is a significant risk that APTs will take 

advantage of their expertise and materialize the vulnerabilities into attacks on systems, 

data or users whenever it becomes beneficial for them. Particularly, APT Groups 

commonly exploit CVEs that do not require authentication and are accessible remotely 

from the network. There is one exemption from that rule, namely CVE-2020-1040, 

which requires access from an adjacent network and authentication with a single factor.  

There are several reasons for the long tail of unpatched vulnerabilities. Corporate 

inertia plays a role. For some organizations, the process of introducing a software patch, 

especially in a server infrastructure or OT installations is a time consuming and 

complex endeavor. The reasons are frequently procedural or even compliance related. 

In this case it is often a “stability over security” imbalance. Some organizations and 

individuals use software (or hardware-software) solutions that have reached the end of 
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life (EoL), thus they are not supported by the vendor anymore (e.g., Microsoft Windows 

XP). EoL software continues to function, but does not receive any regular security 

updates, hence quickly becomes permanently vulnerable. Some vendors may not be 

aware that their product embeds third-party modules that are vulnerable, especially 

when it comes to open-source libraries, like Log4j [14]. Without a specialized software 

updating product, some organizations, especially small ones, may lack visibility of 

critical vulnerabilities in their environment and lack tools for monitoring the patching 

progress. Lastly, introducing a patch, unless done fully automatically, introduces addi-

tional work, usually for IT staff. It may be forgotten, or other tasks may take priority.   

Patching should become a fully automated process, without introducing unnecessary 

delays for human input (with some exceptions, such as critical infrastructure). The 

immediate nature of the patching process should correspond with the rapid exploitation 

of published vulnerabilities. Currently, within hours from releasing the information, 

cyber criminals start scanning for exposed targets. Protection must catch up with that 

pace. Nation states, on the other hand, need to be assumed to have knowledge of vulner-

abilities months if not years ahead of the general public (zero-days) and ability to 

exploit them even before the vendor is aware of the bug and able to release a patch.  

Governments and policymakers could consider introducing regulations that would 

mandate vendors to implement automatic patching mechanisms for all internet con-

nected devices. There could be a time span within which critical vulnerabilities in ven-

dor software or any third-party modules employed would have to be patched. Another 

step could be that the automatic patching mechanism could be impossible to disable for 

the user. Recent plans [10] made by the EU (Cyber Resilience Act) are a significant 

step in that direction toward embedded device manufacturers, among other things, 

requiring them to keep publishing security patches for a period of either five years, or 

the product expected lifetime, as well as to disclose incident within twenty-four hours 

of becoming aware of it. 

Future work includes a more detailed vulnerability analysis: 

 number of vulnerabilities on particular assets;  

 coexistence of vulnerabilities on particular assets;  

 type and severity of vulnerabilities occurring on particular assets;  

 estimation of APT probability and impact. 
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Abstract. Often the object of critical infrastructure has a very large area, then it 

is more human resources are involved. The protecting a large area with traditional 

methods requires the involvement of a large number of guards. In the paper  

a model of a multi-system of drone of access control and protection of a critical 

infrastructure object (CIO) that occupies a large area is presented. A proposed 

model consists of the physical and mathematical space-time model, in which the 

description of the actual components of the system, their dynamic characteristics 

and functioning parameters is presented. The model focuses on a multi-level 

approach. With this approach, the large territory is controlled by multi-system of 

drones that move in horizontal planes at different heights simultaneously. The 

new formulation is called the multiple drone-access control problem. This control 

structure is especially important for potentially vulnerable areas in critical 

infrastructure. The paper proposes to use a greedy algorithm to solve a large class 

of CIO security problems. An analysis of the proposed model and the directions 

for the development of the work are discussed.  

Keywords: access control, vulnerable areas, greedy algorithm, coverage problem 

 Introduction  

Recently aspects of the security of national critical infrastructure have taken the first 

positions in the state strategic programs for the development of countries. Intensive 

promotion and assistance are received by projects on the organization and imple-

mentation of the protection of critical infrastructure at the interethnic and interstate 

level. For example The European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection 

(EPCIP) is a framework under which various measures together aim to improve the 

protection of critical infrastructure in the EU. Also these measures include the esta-

blishment of the European Reference Network for Critical Infrastructure Protection 

(ERNCIP) [1].  

The events of 2022 taking place in Ukraine are proof of the relevance of the tasks of 

creating and improving methods and tools aimed at avoiding specific cognitive, legal 

and technical problems with the security and protection of critical infrastructure objects 

(CIO) [2].  

mailto:v0123klim@gmail.com
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The CIO are characterized by their social, economic, industrial, defense, environ-

mental significance for ensuring the safe life of the population and the country as  

a whole. At the same time the performance of vital functions and services by CIO is 

associated with the existence of threats, the possibility of crisis situations due to 

unauthorized interference in their activities. The sense of protecting and ensuring the 

safety of CIO is the impossibility of harming the regular functioning and properties of 

these objects or their structural components. At the same time, the spectrum of infor-

mation security aspects in the form of availability, integrity and confidentiality of 

information completely depends on the progress of the technologies used, their social 

component and the probabilistic nature of the possible external action at the research 

object [2]. 

The main tasks of complex modeling of the process of protection and safety of 

objects are the following [3]: 

 ensuring the protection of CIO, through the functioning of an effective system of 

physical security, security of operating systems and cyber security; 

 performing a risk assessment at CIO and exchanging information about risks and 

threats with other subjects of the national critical infrastructure protection system; 

 operational response to illegal actions, physical attacks aimed at disabling or da-

maging the operation of operating systems or systems for ensuring the physical 

security of a critical infrastructure object. 

In accordance with the declared tasks the model of the process of protection and 

security of critical infrastructure objects has a segmental structure, which includes 

subsystems for physical security and cybersecurity, a control and communication 

system, and the presence of a decision support subsystem. Also it is additionally 

possible to introduce a recognition subsystem: cybercrime, cyberespionage, cyberter-

rorism and other cyber incidents [2]. It shows that the safety of the CIO depends on 

multidisciplinary aspects of operation, including the uncertainty of the environment [4]. 

It is the probabilistic nature of the external action that prevents the choice of the optimal 

variant for the protection of CIO. Therefore, for the task of complex protection and 

security of CIO, the potential possibility of rapid change over time of the main input 

data, taking into account the random values of the external influence, determines the 

features of the formulation and the solution method. 

The use of drones has wide practical applications in various spheres of human 

activity. This is due to the small size and mass, as well as due to the high mobility and 

the advantage of moving through airspace at low altitudes. With the help of drones,  

a large class of applied problems is solved, in which it is necessary to conduct 

panoramic and dynamic video shooting, to transport compact and light loads [5, 6]. At 

the moment, the tasks of protecting objects are the most relevant class of tasks 

performed by drones [7]. 

Often the object of critical infrastructure has a very large area. If the industrial, 

logistics or agricultural complex have the large area, then more human resources are 

involved. The protecting a large area with traditional methods requires the involvement 

of a large number of guards. Such a protection system is quite effective, but very 
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expensive. Not every organization, government institute, enterprise is ready to bear 

such costs. 

Protecting the territory of the object with the help of drones allows the enterprise to 

significantly reduce costs without worsening the level of its security. Instead of human 

patrols over the territory of the protected object, a drone is launched, which is difficult 

to see during the day and almost impossible to detect at night. the drone constantly 

records video. Modern video cameras have sufficient resolution to record the illegal 

movement of even one person in the protected area from a height of 200–300 meters. 

Modern drones are able to maintain reliable communication from 5 to 10 km, depending 

on the specific model. 

The paper considers a mathematical model of a system of access control and 

protection of a critical infrastructure object that occupies a large area, in which the 

movement of drones moves automatically, the system control is based on the execution 

of a greedy algorithm. Section 2 provides an overview of papers that show current 

issues of cybersecurity, the main possibilities of using drones in the field of security, 

the use of a greedy algorithm in mathematical models of various applied problems. 

Section 3 describes the formulation of the problem for the model of a system of access 

control and protection of a critical infrastructure object, in which the description of the 

actual components of the system, their dynamic characteristics and functioning para-

meters, interactions, description of the main conditions and relationships for the greedy 

algorithm are presented. The analysis of the proposed mathematical model and the 

directions for the development of the work are discussed in Section 4.  

 Literature review 

The use of drones in ensuring cybersecurity in terms of general approaches, methods, 

types of probable attacks is considered in the works [8], [9]: the research [8] is devoted 

to complex analysis of the drones security vulnerabilities and the attack life cycle, 

which conducts a comprehensive review of the different aspects of drones’ cyber-

security including two main aspects: drones’ security vulnerabilities, and the security 

concerns associated with compromised drones; the paper [9] addresses a multicriteria 

analysis based on the drone assessment to support public security, structures the 

preferences and exposes the set of the most favorable solution in the light of quantitative 

and qualitative data, upon inter-criterion and intra-criterion analysis, uses the known 

web platform for modeling, and exploring the results by numerical and graphical 

analysis.  

The research [10] demonstrates the benefits of a web-based cyber-security decision 

support tool for healthcare, where it is finding an optimal security control set for health 

organizations. A prototype personal protective equipment (PPE) access monitoring 

system which combines smart PPE and an indoor/outdoor personnel location monitor-

ing system is proposed in [11]. 

Greedy algorithm is used for the optimization of problems decide in different applied 

tasks. Greedy algorithm is used by class of delivery problems. The initial problem [12] 

which is called the Maximum Coverage Facility Location Problem with Drones is 
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connected with serving the demands and decides with greedy algorithm, formulates the 

objective of maximizing coverage while explicitly incorporating the drone energy 

consumption and range constraints. In the paper [13], a heuristic named the maximum 

coverage greedy randomized heuristic (MCGRH) is developed, that improves selecting 

the locations of drone launching centers, which maximizes patient service coverage 

within certain drone range constraints. Such that in the research [14] it decides the some 

delivery problem with the symbiosis among a truck and multiple drones in a last-mile 

package delivery scenario. It is called the Multiple Drone-Delivery Scheduling 

Problem. 

The paper [15] describing an applied system of drones considers a multi-drone 

enabled data collection system for smart cities, where there are two kinds of drones, 

and proposes an efficient and novel search algorithm named Drones Traveling 

Algorithm (DTA) to obtain a near-optimal solution.  

The rapid development of the drone industry is expanding the field of cybersecurity 

research. At the same time, two main trends of research are distinguished: tasks where 

drones ensure the cybersecurity of an object and tasks where drones themselves are an 

object of cybersecurity. 

The problem of the attacks on the critical infrastructure network is considered in the 

paper [16], such that a correlation analysis approach based on the greedy algorithm, 

which optimizes event analysis steps and significantly improves the performance is 

realized, it is also the real-time correlation analysis technology for security events is 

discussed. 

Multi-robot system [17] is implemented through decentralized control algorithms, 

where the decision-making and navigation processes are localized to sensor-equipped 

drones. The quantitatively compare algorithms for such decentralized systems through 

simulation is described. 

This research [18] is devoted to detection and identification of type and flight mode 

of single and multiple drones in radio frequency domain applying supervised deep 

learning algorithms, particularly fully-connected deep neural network models that use 

raw drone signals rather than features.  

It is new generic certificate based access control scheme to provide inter-drone is 

designed [19] which provides the drones’ security and privacy, especially provably 

secures against the known attacks and provides anonymity. 

 Proposed Model 

We have considered a scenario in which a system of drones is used for organizing of 

access control, protection and safety on an object of critical infrastructure with large 

area. For simulation of access controls and protection system we redefine the simulation 

of a multi-agent system with the greedy algorithm, which is commonly used for to 

decide the coverage problem [13], [14], [16], [17]. 
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3.1 Physical and mathematical space-time model. Multi system consists of M drones 

d1, d2,…, dm with the same capabilities. The drones are characterized by decision-

making agent with a control radius R and a movement radius .  

Trajectory Model. Let S is 2-D area of critical infrastructure represents our access 

control, protection scenario. We consider a discrete map S of an area that needs to be 

protected (covered). This map is an p by q matrix of cells. Each cell has pair of 

coordinates (xs, ys)  X × Y, where X = {1,…, p} Y = {1,…, q}. The coordinates of 

each cell are located in the center of the square or the rectangle.  

Such covered area comprises facility location (drone launching center) positions  

F = {1,…, k} for start or recharge of drones within coordinates (xf, yf)  S.  

The position of drone d is defined with (xd, yd)  S also. It illustrates the coordinates 

of cell of map S (xs, ys), the position of drone (xd, yd) and the coordinates of some facility 

location (see Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. It illustrates the coordinates of cell of map S with drone and facility location 

Let di(t) = (xdi, ydi) represent the position of drone i at time-step t. We note that a starting 

position di(0) is determined with position of some facility location when t = 0. When 

drone chooses its next position, it depends of several conditions terms. 

We assume that the movement of the drone in the vertical component is negligible 

compared to the distance to the facility location. Ideal сase is that the drone moves 

along a horizontal plane. In this case, the physical model does not take into account the 

effects of wind, raindrops or temperature. Additionally, we note the absence of any 

obstacles when moving the drone along a horizontal plane. 

Also the problem assumes that more than one facility location is used for the drone 

system, and they are located symmetrically and uniformly across the area. 

If the position of the drone or station is on the boundary line between the cells or at 

its corner points, then the algorithm then imposes additional conditions for the next 

stage. 

Let li (t) be the distance from drones position di(t) at facility location fj. Than  

 = li(t) – li(t-1) be distance between two positions of drone: at time-step t and t-1 (see 

Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. It illustrates the two positions of drone: at time-step t-1and t relative to the facility 

location fj 

Each drone di is moving from position di(t-1) to next position di(t) according to 

conditions |li (t)|  r and di(t)  d-i(t-1), where d-i(t-1) represent the positions of every 

drone except for i. 

For each time-step the coverage of map S is defined by each cell, for which condition 

is performing c  R, where c is distance from cell (xs, ys) to position of drone di(t). 

Let C(di) be the coverage set of cells for each drone.  

Local area coverage model. For every action of drone di (t) the utility function Ui is 

defined as follows: 

 Ui(di, d-i) = 
(x, y)  C(di)

 Sx,y  (1) 

Hence, in order to satisfy the total coverage of map S, the utility function Ut is defined 

as follows, which is the sum of the values of every cell in S covered by every drone: 

 Ut(d) = 
(x, y)  C(d)

 Sx,y  (2) 

The formulas (1) and (2) shows that global utility of coverage system consists of sum 

with utilities of every cell that have control radius and is not covered by another drone. 

To obtain the norm of the utility function, let compose the following expression: 

 U*
t(d) = Ut(d)/ 

(x, y)  X × Y
 Sx,y  (3) 

In the ideal case when the map is covered with all cell U*
t(d) = 1. 

The overall objective is to maximize the total value of the covered cells, utility Ut(d), 

while minimizing the time it takes for this value to converge. 

Proposed multi-level approach. In order to improve the efficiency of the access 

control and management system at a critical infrastructure facility using a multi-system 

of drones, we propose a multi-level approach. With this approach, the large territory is 

controlled by multi-system of drones at several levels simultaneously.  

Scenario 1. Let level 1 consist of M1 drones d1, d2,…, dm1 that move at height h1 

with the control radius R1. Then the area S is discretely divided into cells. A map S1 is 
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an p1 by q1 matrix of cells. Each cell has pair of coordinates (xs1, ys1)  X1 × Y1, where 

X1={1,…, p1}, Y1 = {1,…, q1}. 

Similarly, at height h2, the system has a second flight level M2 of drones  

d1, d2, …dm2, that move with the control radius R2. At this level the area S is discretely 

divided into cells with map S2. A map S2 is an p2 by q2 matrix of cells. Each cell has 

pair of coordinates (xs2, ys2)  X2 × Y2, where X2 = {1,…, p2}, Y2 = {1,…, q2}. 

If a multi-system of drones have N levels for any level we have a similar describing 

of initial value of characteristics.  

Such a multilevel system is characterized by the relations: 

 for heights h1< h2<..hN, 

 for control radius R1< R2<..RN,  

 for size of matrix S, such as p1 > p2>.. pN and q1 > q2>..qN.  

Note that the ratios presented above will be correct in the case when all drones of 

the multisystem have the same characteristics. Then, at the lowest flight level h1of the 

drones, the matrix S1 will have the largest number of cells p1 × q1, and at the level with 

the maximum flight altitude hN, the matrix will have the smallest number of cells  

pN × qN (see Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. The proposed a multi-level approach 

Scenario 2. The total area S is discretely divided into several subarea of number N, such 

that S1S2S3…SN = S. Let level 1 consists of M1 drones d1, d2,…, dm1 that move 

at height h1 and monitor the own subarea S1 with the control radius R1. Then the 

subarea S1 is discretely divided into cells. A map S1 is an p1 by q1 matrix of cells. 

Each cell has pair of coordinates (xs1, ys1)  X1 × Y1, where X1 = {1,…, p1},  

Y1 = {1,…, q1}. Note that the size of the cells should be chosen in accordance with the 

control radius R1. 

Similarly, a height h2 is the second flight level M2 of drones d1,d2,…dm2, which have 

the control radius R2. At this level the subarea S2 is discretely divided into cells with 

map S2. A map S2 is an p2 by q2 matrix of cells. Each cell has pair of coordinates  

(xs2, ys2)  X2 × Y2, where X2 = {1,…, p2}, Y2={1,…, q2}. 

In this scenario it assumed the same relations for heights h1< h2<..hN and for control 

radius R1< R2<..RN. Each level of drone system monitors its own subarea of total area 

S. The main difference from the previous scenario is the division of the total area S into 

subareas. Each subarea is characterized by a cell size. This scenario ensures the division 
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of the total area into subarea and their coverage with cells of different sizes in ac-

cordance with their control radius. 

 

Fig. 4. Example of area coverage according to scenario 1 (a) and scenario 2 (b) 

Total area coverage model. In order to describe a multi-level approach the utility 

function U1
t at height h1 is defined as follows: 

 U1
t = 

(x, y)  C1(d)
 Sx,y  (5) 

According to proposal model for the height hN the utility function UN
t is obtained as 

follows: 

 UN
t = 

(x, y)  CN(d)
 Sx,y  (6) 

Then our model determines total utility function Utotal
t :  

 Utotal
t = Ui

t   (7) 

Finally the norm of total utility function is given as: 

 U*
t(d) = Utotal

t / 
(x, y)  X × Y

 Sx,y  (8) 

3.2 Problem definition. The new formulation is called multiple drone-access control 

problem. Let S be the matrix (p × q) of controlling area’s map with cells  

S1, S2,.. Sp × q, m the number of drones, and k number of facilities location. The objective 

of this problem is to find a best action of drone di (t) for covering the maximum number 

cells of matrix S consist at value C(di), such that (xs, ys)  C(di) and C(di)  C(dj) = 0 

for ij, at each time-step t, while minimizing the total time it can be achieved. 

3.3 Greedy algorithm. The greedy algorithm has the following steps: (i) determining 

the position of the drone with the maximum number of controlled matrix cells: deter-

mining the local utility function, (ii) sum and combining the total number of controlled 

matrix cells: determining the coverage of the matrix, (iii) definition of a general utility 

function and its normalization. 
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In accordance with the principle of the greedy algorithm at each time-step t, any 

drone di (t) choses its position as follows: 

 di (t+1) = arg max Ui(di, d-i)  (9) 

It is important that the greedy algorithm will always choose to make a move that 

maximizes its utility, and terminates when di(t) = di(t+1). Because of these charac-

teristics, the greedy algorithm will get stuck in local optima, because it only takes an 

action that immediately benefits the utility function [16, 17]. 

Its known that the greedy algorithm has the not good performance regardless of 

starting initial values due to looking for the local optima. However, the greedy algo-

rithm has one consistent advantage: the number of time-steps that it takes for to stabilize 

of process, which is defined as the point after which value of utility function stays 

within 10% of the final utility [17]. That’s why the starting position of each drone in 

multiple system will more homogeneously distribute on the territory. In this case the 

drones are much more likely to encounter local optima that by definition they are unable 

to cross, because the greedy algorithm only makes moves that provide immediate 

benefit. This fact exposes the NP-hardness of that problem, even for the simple case 

with several drones. Therefore it is no absolute time solution available for this problem 

as the problem is a known NP-hard problem. The greedy algorithm provides a Log-n 

approximate algorithm [12], [13], [17], [18].  

A modification of the algorithm with a distinctive feature characteristic only for the 

tasks of ensuring the security of the open territory of the CIO covering a large area is 

proposed.  

Vulnerability zones are determined on the map S of the territory of the CIO de-

pending on the degree of risk of unauthorized ground penetration. For example, the 

perimeter of the territory always has the highest degree of vulnerability; as you 

approach the center, the degree of vulnerability decreases. When the matrix S is divided 

into cells, each cell is assigned a coefficient (indicator) of vulnerability. Next, neigh-

boring cells of the matrix with the same coefficient of vulnerability, forming continuous 

arrays, are combined into one cell of a complex configuration. It is rational to create 

such composite cells in areas with the lowest coefficients of vulnerability. Moreover, 

unification is possible until the cell exceeds the certain maximum linear size. 

Thus, the number of cells in the matrix S is significantly reduced, which in turn leads 

to a faster search for the local optima solution for covering the cells of the matrix. 

 Results and discussion  

The proposed model shows the principle of operation of the access control and 

management system at a critical infrastructure facility that occupies a large area with 

the multiple drone system, the control of which is realized through the use of a greedy 

algorithm. Such system has a number of operational advantages: the implementation of 

control does not depend on the human factor, the minimum of the human resource 

involved in the control of most of the critical infrastructure object. 
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Due to the problem belongs to optimization problems in time and space, the process 

of finding the optimal solution requires a large amount of computation, which does not 

always have good convergence. The use of the greedy algorithm in the proposed model 

implies obtaining a solution for the maximum coverage in the case of a uniform location 

of the points of the initial movement of the drones. In addition, the presence in the 

system of several levels (heights) of the flight of drones helps to divide the task into 

several: at the level that controls the smallest number of cells, the convergence of the 

solution will be the greatest. 

When covering the area according to scenario 2 for subareas, it is expected  

a situation in which SISJ  0, IJ. In this case the collision of drones is eliminated 

due to the multi-level approach. Also, when covering the area S according to any of the 

proposed scenarios, the number of ”blind zones” decreases due to the intersection of 

sections and simultaneous control at different levels of the system.  

In order to increase the efficiency of the proposed model, it is recommended to use 

a matrix with a high density of areas map for vulnerabilities. 

The presented model has prospects for its development in further work on the 

following tasks: placement of a facility location at each given flight level of drones, 

tracking battery charge and weight of each drone, determination of the optimal number 

of facility locations, priority control of the most vulnerable places of the controlled area. 

In order to overcome the probabilistic nature of external influence it seems possible 

and necessary in this problem to use the theory of random sets to assess the most 

dangerous direction and time interval of external influence such as unauthorized access. 

The use of game theory would improve the reliability of such a control and access 

control system at a critical infrastructure facility that occupies a large area.  

 Conclusions 

The proposed multi-level model of a multi-drone system performs the functions of 

continuous video observing of the open territory of the CIO which covering a large area 

with located buildings, also in case of inaccessibility of some areas of the territory due 

to the complex location of ground structures, their partial or complete destruction or 

potential explosion hazard (for example, gas leakage or mining). 

The proposed mathematical model of the access control and management system 

shows the possibility of using a greedy algorithm to implement effective access control 

and protection of a critical infrastructure facility that occupies a large area. Thus, the 

paper shows the use of a greedy algorithm for a wide class of applied cybersecurity 

problems using drone or drone systems. The some special addition in the algorithm 

only for the tasks of ensuring the security of the open territory of the CIO covering  

a large area is considered. 

For the first time, a multi-level drone system has been proposed, in which drones 

move in horizontal planes at different heights. This control structure is especially 

important for potentially vulnerable areas in critical infrastructure. Location of the 

facility location at a height corresponding to the flight level of the drones (for example, 

on the roof of a ground structure) will reduce interruptions in the operating mode of 
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each of them. In addition, facility locations powered by solar energy solve the problem 

of autonomous power supply for the drone system as a whole. At the same time,  

the simultaneous crossing of control zones, on the one hand, increases the reliability of 

the information received, on the other hand, reduces the number of “blind zones”. Also, 

the proposed multi-level approach reduces the risk of drone collisions, but improves 

the control of vulnerabilities due to the possibility of covering them with a matrix with 

the smallest cell size.  

Besides some drones (or levels of drones) can perform the protective function of the 

CIO if they have a useful mass. At the same time, the vulnerability from hitting drones 

as air targets from the ground decreases with increasing flight level. 

The use of such a model in simulation will allow to choose a scenario with the 

optimal number of drones in the system, depending on the area of the territory, to 

determine the number and location of vulnerabilities, defense lines, to work out the 

necessary accuracy in identifying external influences by setting several levels of drone 

flight. 
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Abstract. The article considers the process of designing an information system 

for accounting and identification of cattle based on dermatoglyphs. Current issues 

of creation and use of such information systems in farms are identified. The tasks 

to be solved by the information system of accounting and identification of cattle 

based on dermatoglyphs are defined. The general concept of building such an 

information system is considered. The methods, approaches and algorithms that 

should be used when processing dermatoglyphs in the system are defined. The 

main components of the system are highlighted. Requirements for the 

functionality of the system have been defined. They ensure the effective use of 

all available sources of information. The results of system modeling by the means 

of UML and the several results of system testing are given. 

Keywords: cattle identification, pattern recognition, cattle accounting, 

nasolabial mirror, dermatoglyph 

 Introduction 

To date, it has been confirmed [1] that despite the large number of farms, their place in 

the agricultural economy of Ukraine still remains insignificant. In 2017, they produced 

only 8.7% of agricultural products (at constant 2010 prices) of all categories of farms 

and 15.5% – gross output of agricultural enterprises. The share of gross livestock 

production in 1990–2017 is low and generally does not exceed 2.0% in value terms and 

3.5% in kind [1]. Therefore, information support of business activities of these farms is 

an important task, the solution of which will significantly improve the infrastructure of 

agribusiness. One of the problems of farmers is the registration of livestock, monitoring 

of diet, health, vaccination and other zootechnical measures, sexual maturity, number 

of livestock and other parameters. The current state of the level of informatization 

allows to automate these processes by developing and implementing appropriate 

information and management systems. The creation of such a system will automate the 

above processes, which will save time, energy and increase the productivity of farmers. 

The aim of the study is to create an information management system for accounting 

and identification of cattle by dermatoglyphs, which will speed up and simplify the 
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process of accounting, viewing and editing data on cattle. This can not only signi-

ficantly improve the work of farms involved in animal husbandry, but also create  

a single regional database of cattle. The latter will help to increase control over the 

breeding and movement of cows in the region and the registration of animals in the 

event of their delivery to meat plants. 

 Cattle identification 

2.1 Methods of cattle identification 

Identification is a system of animal registration, which includes assigning an individual 

number to an animal in different ways by marking [2]. The existing system of iden-

tification and registration of cattle is based on the Directive of the European Parliament 

and the Council of the EU No. 1760/2000 [3], which establishes a system of identi-

fication and registration of cattle. 

After the analysis of methods of accounting and identification of cattle [4], we 

identified the following main methods: 

 double ear tags with individual code, 

 farm registration, 

 passport for cattle, 

 computerized database for individual animals. 

Today the following methods of identification are widespread: 

 Tattoos (made with special forceps with sharp protrusions; numbers are placed on 

the inner surface of the ear). [5] 

 Ear plucking [10], [27] (a classic method of marking that has long been used in 

practice. It provides good visibility of data, operational reliability of labels, their 

preservation, because the puncture is made through the entire thickness of the ear). 

 Hot and cold branding [4], [6] (a procedure that changes the color of an animal's fur 

from black to white and thus provides an effective distinguishing mark. In cases 

where the animal has a light complexion, branding completely freezes hair follicles, 

leaving a “bald” brand). 

 Marking: metal earrings, synthetic tags [9] (marking is carried out by attaching a tag 

to the ear of the animal, placing it in the middle in the inner part of the ear, if possible, 

closer to its base; this method is the most common and accessible). 

 Collars, leg and tail bracelets [8], [9] (modern method of identification and control 

of animals, which is suitable for modern complexes; collar or bracelet is equipped 

with special sensors). 

 Chipping [10] (modern method of marking animals with special chips, easy to use, 

painless and safe; electronic identification of animals is performed by implanting  

a subcutaneous microchip containing a unique individual fifteen-digit number that 

remains throughout the life of the animal). 

 Impressions of the nasolabial mirror [14] (dermatoglyph). 
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2.2 Selection of the criterion for cattle identification 

 

Fig. 1. Examples of the main types of cattle dermatoglyph patterns 

To identify cattle in the developed information system, the method of nasolabial mirror 

imaging was chosen [7], [15]. This method is simple, humane, bloodless and non-labor-

intensive [17]. In addition to the identification of livestock, this method also can be 

used to establish the species of the animal and to identify certain anatomical and 

physiological features of the animal. The main types of patterns of the cow nasolabial 

mirror are shown in Fig.1 (a – “ear”, b – “crown”, c – “branch”, d – “grain”,  

e,f – “combi”) [19, 21]. 

 Applying of pattern recognition technologies for cattle 

identification 

The basis of animal identification in the developed system is dermatoglyphics – a me-

thod of identifying individual species of animals based on the features of skin patterns. 

[11] In humans, the skin of the palmar side of the hand has a complex pattern, which is 

formed by combs, so this skin is called comb. The uniqueness and immutability of this 

pattern allowed William Herschel in the late 19th century to put forward the idea of 

human identification by fingerprints, which formed the basis for the fingerprinting 

development [13]. 

Dermatoglyphic pattern of the dog nasal mirror, its qualitative and quantitative in-

dicators are strictly individual and characterize each individual like human fingerprints 

[6], [13]. In Canada, the United States, Korea and China, several studies of papillary 

patterns of the nasal mirror of service dogs (German Shepherd, Labrador, Retriever) 

have been conducted by computer programs, which, however, have not gained much 

popularity and widespread [12]. They still remain at the level of scientific research in 

forensic veterinary examination. 

This method of identification has interested farmers and cattle owners, because it 

differs from branding and chipping by non-invasiveness, safety and practical lack of 
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material costs. Studies have shown that for cows, the papillary patterns of the nasal 

mirror are also a characteristic and unique feature of each individual. 

Thus, the use of technologies for establishing the identity of an animal's nasolabial 

mirror imprint with a dermatoglyph image stored in a system database is the main 

painless technological approach for identifying cattle [16]. The comparison procedure 

can be performed for all stored in the database dermatoglyphs, both sequentially and 

parallel-sequentially. If an identical pair of images is found with the specified confi-

dence, the procedure ends [20]. To compare images in the system the generally accepted 

methods of the theory of image recognition are used. 

The cattle dermatoglyph image’s processing requires performing the following 

actions: image noise reduction in, image border analysis, image binarization, creation 

of image element contours, search for certain elements and obtained image charac-

teristic’s calculation. 

One or more actions are sequentially performed with each image that is: applying 

filters for smoothing, highlighting borders, changing color, adjusting brightness, con-

trast, etc. The result of such processing is an dermatoglyph image with special points 

highlighted on it. To improve the quality of the image and reduce the level of noise in 

the system, a Gabor filter is used [31], [32]. 

The Sobel operator, which is a discrete differential operator that calculates the 

approximate value of the gradient or the norm of the gradient for the brightness of the 

image, is used to highlight the boundaries in the system. The Sobel operator is based 

on convolution of the image with small separable integer filters in the vertical and 

horizontal directions [33], [34]. 

In addition to the Sobel operator, Kenny's algorithm [35] can be used to select image 

boundaries in the system. It show good results and provide the following criteria are 

met: a significant signal/noise ratio, accurate definition of the boundary position, one 

response per boundary. 

Kenny’s algorithm consists of the following stages: 

1. Smoothing. At this stage, the image is blurred to remove noise using a Gaussian 

filter. 

2. Search for gradients. Boundaries are defined where the gradient of the image 

reaches its maximum value. Gradients can have different directions, so the Kenny 

algorithm uses four filters to detect horizontal, vertical and diagonal edges in a blurred 

image. 

3. Filtering of non-maximums. Only local maxima are considered as boundaries. 

4. Double threshold filtering. Potential limits are determined by thresholds. 

5. Tracing the area of ambiguity. Boundaries are determined by suppressing all edges 

that are not connected to certain (strong) boundaries. Before applying the detector, 

usually the images are converted to grayscale to reduce computational costs. 

The boundary detection algorithm is not limited to calculating the gradient of the 

smoothed image. Only the maximum points of the image gradient remain in the contour 

of the border, and the non-maximum points lying next to the border are removed. 

Information about the direction of the border is also taken into account here in order to 

remove point right next to the border and not to break the border itself near the local 

maximums of the gradient. Then, with the help of two thresholds, weak boundaries are 
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removed. At the same time, the border fragment is processed as a whole. If the value of 

the gradient somewhere on the studied fragment exceeds the upper threshold, then this 

fragment is also considered an “acceptable” boundary in those places where the value 

of the gradient is below this threshold, until it becomes below the lower threshold. If 

there is no point in the entire fragment with a value greater than the upper threshold 

value, then it is removed. This approach makes it possible to reduce the number of gaps 

in the original borders. 

Image binarization is an image processing method that converts a color or grayscale 

image into a monochrome image, that is, an image that uses only two types of pixels 

(black and white). 

To perform threshold binarization of halftone images, the system uses based on the 

Otsu method algorithm [36]. 

The next stage of identification is image skeletonization. A skeleton in computer 

graphics is a set of points that are equidistant from the borders of the figure. In fact, the 

skeleton is a representation of the shape of the figure. It simplifies its further analysis. 

The skeletonization procedure has the following general requirements: selected lines 

must have a thickness of one element (pixel), the lines and nodes of the input image 

must correspond to the lines and nodes of the processed image, and the shape of the 

object composed of lines must not be strongly distorted. 

Using the skeletonization process allows you to create easy-to-implement and 

effective selection algorithms, as well as to thin the lines in the image. Image skele-

tonization is a very important component of biometric systems that rely on the com-

parison of different biometric characteristics. As algorithms for skeletonization of  

a binary image, a wave algorithm, an algorithm for thinning regions or a template me-

thod can be used. Choosing an algorithm that is optimal in a certain sense is one of the 

areas of further research. 

 Design of the recognition system 

4.1 Analysis of functional and non-functional system requirements 

The proposed identification system can be used not only to identify a specific animal  

– it is only one of the functions of the system [24], [25]. In fact, the process of 

accounting for the condition of livestock throughout life is no less important. This may 

include the dynamics of changes in weight and milk yield of cows, the date of 

vaccination, the date of mating, the date of calving, the pedigree of each animal  

and so on. 

To determine the functional requirements for the system, a comparative analysis of 

currently existing software for accounting for cattle was conducted. “Cattle accounting 

program” [24] offers the following functionality: accounting for growth and milk yield 

for each animal with the display of data in graphical and tabular form, statistics of 

slaughter and death, automatic construction of pedigrees for each animal, accounting 

for the reproduction of each animal (calving , coverage), its diseases and vaccinations 

[30]. The system has built-in directories of diseases and veterinary drugs. Vaccination 
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records contain data with the date of vaccination, dosage of the drug and the name of 

veterinarians who performed the vaccination [23]. The system provides the possibility 

of grouping by territorial division of places for keeping animals, keeps records of farm 

staff, determines, if necessary, those responsible for each animal, provides delimitation 

of access rights. Identification of animals in the system is through the use of ear tags 

with an individual code. There is no mobile version, no internet access required. 

Another system is the cattle accounting program “Farm + 1F + 5.0” [27]. It differs 

from the previous analogue by having information about the manufacturer of the 

vaccine and the ability to import all information into standard Excel files. Identification 

in this system is due to the earlobe with an individual code. The disadvantages of the 

system include the lack of a mobile version and the ability to work with it exclusively 

offline. 

Analysis of analogues showed that the method of identification in these systems is 

an ear tag with an individual code, and the process of putting it on is painful and 

inhumane [18], [22]. It is desirable to replace the method of identification with one that 

does not cause pain to cattle, namely the identification of the image of the nasolabial 

mirror. In contrast to this system, the system considered in the article should work on 

mobile devices, which significantly expands the possibilities for users and provides the 

ability to quickly update data on animals. 

4.2 Description of the image adaptation process for system identification 

The system consists of desktop software and a database. The software is responsible 

for identifying users, viewing user data, downloading, scanning, and viewing images, 

and connecting to the database. 

The work of the program begins with the user registration or identification, after 

which you can either view your data (regular user), or the data of all users (admi-

nistrator). It is possible to download at testing image. Than the software proceeds to 

process this image and check for matches with images that are already in the database. 

The adaptation process consists of four stages. 

The first stage – the image is processed to a black and white state, this is done by 

checking the brightness of an individual pixel, after which its color changes to black, 

white or gray. 

The second stage is skeletalization of the image, i.e. noise removal [26], [28]. This 

stage has two substages, in both cases a pixel matrix of three by three pixels is 

processed, with the central pixel always being the main one. This matrix is compared 

to a set of template matrices. Each of the two sub-steps has its own set of templates. 

Skeleton lines are built on the first substage. Lines must be one pixel thick. The lines 

and nodes of the original image must correspond to the lines and nodes on the 

transformed image. The shape of the object, which is composed of lines, should not be 

too repetitive. In the second sub-step, after the pattern has been found, the gray pixels 

are removed. Deleting is repeated until all such pixels are deleted. 

The third stage is the stage at which points, lines and nodes are distinguished [29]. 

A neighborhood of eight points is processed, if only one point is black, it is an endpoint; 

if there are two, it is a line point, and if there are three, it is a branch. 
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The fourth stage is the search and comparison of points. The points are selected on 

both images. Then by the method of their correlation comparison on the neighborhood 

of thirty by thirty pixels is checked to see if they match. 

4.3 System design 

The UML language was used to describe the design of the cattle registration and 

identification system. With its help the basic design diagrams were constructed. 

Use case diagram. The use case diagram describes the subject area related to cattle 

accounting (Fig. 2). This diagram identifies 2 actors who, within their functional 

responsibilities, take an active part in the operation of the system. The administrator 

has the ability to use administration tools to create and edit databases. These databases 

will store all data about users, their livestock, farms, and so on. The administrator has 

access absolutely to all DB data. He can view, edit and delete them if necessary. The 

administrator provides access to the database to regular users, is responsible for 

database recovery, data integrity and logging. 

 

Fig. 2. Use case diagram of the cattle identification system 

The user must register in the system. In the future, to log in, he must be identified by 

his login and password (for today), or by any other designed means of authentication. 

Registered users can work with the database, and they have access only to information 

that relates to data about his cattle. If the user first accesses the database, he must first 

download the data about his cattle, including images of their dermatoglyphs. The user may 

not store all the information about his livestock if for some reason he does not need it. 
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Class diagram. The class diagram is based on the subject area of the system and 

describes all classes used by the system to cattle account and their based on 

dermatoglyph identification. 

The user either registers or authenticates (enters his login and password). After 

identification, the user is given the opportunity to search for data by identifier or by 

dermatoglyph image. The user can upload a dermatoglyph image and then initialize the 

match search process: the match will display animal data, if no match is found, the user 

is asked to add a dermatoglyph image and a description of the animal to the database. 

Adding a new image is optional. 

 

Fig. 3. Activity diagram of the identification process 

Activity diagram. The activity diagram (Fig. 3) allows you to specify the behavior of 

the system in the form of coordinated sequential and parallel execution of subordinate 

nested activities or individual actions depending on the processes implemented by the 

system. 

The matching process begins with the user uploading a dermatoglyph image. Then 

this image is discolored, i.e. simplified to three colors (black, white and gray). After 
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that, all gray pixels are removed, then lines and dots on the experimental image are 

selected. After second step the images are loaded from the database one by one, and 

each of them is compared with the experimental image. This continues until matches 

are found or the images in the database run out. If no matches are found, the user can 

either add a new image to the database or quit. If there is a match, a result is displayed 

that can be either edited or not edited and finished. 

 

Fig. 4. Package diagram of the identification system 

Package diagram. Fig. 4 shows the package diagram of the designed system, which 

composes the whole system in the form of two installation applications: Client & Ser-

ver. Each application corresponds to one of two packages: Client or Server. 

Client is a dependent package and Server is a basic package. There are three pac-

kages in the Client package: 

 ClientAccess allows a user to go through the authentication process,  

 ClientRespondDB is responsible for communicating with the database,  

 ClientRespondRes is responsible for outputting the result. 
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The Server package includes such packages as: 

 ServerAccess provides user access to the database,  

 ServerDB implements interaction with the database,  

 ServerController responsible for data processing,  

 ServerRespondDB provides communication between the backend and the database,  

 ServerOutputRes responsible for sending the work of the backend to the client part. 

System database project. The logical model of the system database is developed using 

ER-diagram technology. The main tables in the database are the Owner table and the 

Cow table. The “Owner” table stores all the information about the user, and the “Cow” 

table stores all the information about an individual animal. The Cow table is linked to 

the CowDetails table, which contains all the details about the animal. 

 System implementation 

The user interface was developed in the PyCharm development environment, in the 

Python programming language. The system backend was developed in the Python 

programming language, in the PyCharm development environment. The main reason 

for choosing Python is access to the PIL library (Python Imaging Library), which 

provides extensive support for graphic file formats, efficient internal representation and 

quite powerful image processing capabilities. The main image library is designed for 

quick access to data stored in several basic pixel formats. 

The database was implemented on a MySQL 2014 server, and PhpMyAdmin con-

nected via an XAMPP web server was used as a navigator. 

The desktop software and database are responsible for the backend. The software 

registers and identifies the user, after successful identification the user will be able to 

proceed to the accounting and viewing of data, after which he will be able to add new 

data, including images of dermatoglyphs. The user can either simply add an image of 

the new dermatoglyph or download and scan the image and use it to identify the animal. 

The database stores detailed information about both users and livestock. 

 System testing 

The program was tested on a 64-bit Windows 10. The test was to test the system’s 

ability to identify the image and relate it to that already in the database. To test the 

identification process, a repository of graphic images was created, shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Graphic object repository for system testing 

To obtain a positive test result, the software must find a dermatoglyph image and all 

information about the animal associated with it in the database, or report the absence of 

the specified dermatoglyph in the database. Thus, the task of testing is to find the 

dermatoglyph in the database system. To do this, an image of the animal’s 

dermatoglyphis selected from the image repository (note that the information about the 

animal has already been entered into the database). The software must identify the 

animal by dermatoglyph and display its description in the program’s working window. 

Three different images of dermatoglyphs, shown in Figure 6, were used for testing. This 

choice of test images is explained by the need to test the program’s ability to identify 

objects of different types of patterns of the nasolabial mirror of animals. The identi-

fication process consists of three main stages – discoloration, noise removal and 

selection of special points. The results of step-by-step identification for each 

dermatoglyph are shown in Fig. 7–9). 

 

   

Dermatoglyph1  Dermatoglyph2 Dermatoglyph3 

Fig. 6. Images of dermatoglyphs for system testing 
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Step 1. Discoloration Step 2. Noise removal Step 3. Selection of special 

points 

Fig. 7. Stages of image processing of dermatoglyph 1 to identify the animal 

   

Step 1. Discoloration Step 2. Noise removal Step 3. Selection of special 

points 

Fig. 8. Stages of image processing of dermatoglyph2 to identify the animal 

   

Step 1. Discoloration Step 2. Discoloration Step 3. Selection of special 

points 

Fig. 9. Stages of image processing of dermatoglyph3 to identify the animal 

 

In all three cases, dermatoglyphs were identified and information about the animal was 

displayed on the user's screen from the database. 
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 Conclusion 

The paper considers the problem of building an information system for accounting and 

identification of cattle by dermatoglyphs. In the aggregate analysis of the data of 

quantitative and qualitative characteristics of dermatoglyphs of the nasal mirror of 

cattle and the presence of its graphic image, the possible identification of the animal 

can be carried out with a high degree of probability. From an economic and ethical 

point of view, the replacement of chipping and branding by the definition of 

dermatoglyphs of the nasal mirror is very important. The disadvantage of this procedure 

can only be a physiological impossibility to perform it – significant damage to the nasal 

mirror. Modern information technologies and experience of dactyloscopic examination 

allow to create a computer system designed for accounting and identification of cattle 

using dermatoglyphs. 

Prospects for further research are to develop software and algorithmic methods that 

will improve the time characteristics of the system, to study the dependence of speed 

and accuracy (error) of identification on the sample size and the number of features. 

In the future, special attention should be paid to the possibilities of modern methods of 

identification of cattle using simplified methods of image input based on paper 

technology, identification of dermatoglyphs based on special schemes, and some other 

approaches. 
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Abstract. One of the promising directions in the field of complex dynamic 

objects management is the application of intelligent control systems based on 

artificial neural networks. The main advantage of these control systems is the use 

of such properties of neural networks as the ability to approximate arbitrary 

nonlinear dependencies, the ability to learn, potentially high resistance to 

interference and fault tolerance. Artificial neural networks are an effective means 

of solving complex problems that are poorly formalized. This class traditionally 

includes the tasks of classification, clustering, multidimensional images 

approximation, time series forecasting, nonlinear filtering, identification, as well 

as complex technological objects management. Currently, the methods of neural 

network technology are actively used for the identification and management of 

nonlinear dynamic objects in real time. For the effective use of artificial neural 

networks in order to solve the problems of identifying nonlinear dynamic objects 

and designing automatic control systems, it is necessary to solve the problem of 

optimizing the parameters and structure of the neural network. 

Keywords: identification, optimization, dynamic system, neural network, 

mathematical model, intelligent system, regressor, predictive model 

   Introduction 

In connection with today’s new challenges to the requirements in management pro-

cesses in various fields of technology, the problem of building mathematical models of 

dynamic objects becomes extremely important. Both theoretical and experimental 

methods can be used to build mathematical models. The experience accumulated during 

the control systems design convincingly shows that it is not possible to build an 

adequate model to the real system taking into account only the theoretical study of 

physical processes in the system [1], [4], [8]. The methods of dynamic systems mathe-

matical models building based on the data of observations of their behavior are the 

subject of the theory of identification. From the point of view of the theory of 

identification, a system is an object in which the interaction between different types of 

variables takes place and the observed signals are formed. Dynamic systems are 
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systems in which the current value of the output signal depends not only on the current, 

but also on the previous values of external influences [1], [2], [5]. 

Numerical tables and graphs are used to describe the properties of some systems. 

Such descriptions are called graphic models. For example, linear systems may be 

represented only by their impulse responses, unit step responses, or frequency res-

ponses. Appropriate graphical representations are widely used in various design tasks 

[1], [3], [13]. 

In more complex cases, such models may be needed, in which the relations between 

system variables are given in the form of difference and differential equations. Such 

models are called mathematical (or analytical) models [9], [14], [17], [18]. 

Mathematical models are also an instrumental means of solving the problems of 

simulation modeling and forecasting, which often arise not only in engineering, but also 

in economics, ecology, biology and other fields [1], [4], [6], [11]. 

The application of neural networks (NN) to solve the problems of managing complex 

dynamic systems, namely systems with uncertainties, non-stationary systems, which is 

associated with the development of high technologies in various fields of science and 

technology, is the most common. 

One of the approaches that is attracting more and more interest is the use of artificial 

neural networks (ANNs) to solve the problems of both identification (construction of 

neural network models) of nonlinear dynamic objects, and for the design of automatic 

control systems in general.  

A huge number of works by Werbos P., Narendra K., Lewin A., Chen L., Omatu S. 

are devoted to the problems of the use of NN. This is due to the fact that neural network 

models are considered as a natural development of the traditional theory of linear 

systems, methods of optimizing the function of many variables, statistical methods  

[7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. An important class of ANNs was developed by the Finnish 

scientist Teivo Kohonen in 1982 [19], [20], [21]. Self-organizing Kohonen maps are a 

powerful neural network tool for multidimensional data analysis and visualization. 

Accordingly, many issues related to the development of algorithms and methods for 

identification of nonlinear objects based on neural network models, synthesis of the 

structure and algorithms for adaptation (learning) parameters of neural network regu-

lators, features of their implementation in multi-mode control systems for nonlinear 

dynamic objects have not yet been resolved.  

The creation of neural network models that are significantly different from their bio-

logical prototypes, but which have such characteristic features as the ability to learn, 

generalize and abstract – these are the properties of NNs that allow to solve effectively 

the problems of building formal (mathematical) models of complex nonlinear dynamic 

objects according to absence of a priori information necessary for the use of traditional 

methods of identification.  

It is clear that technical systems, including artificial neural networks as predictive 

models, adaptive regulators or universal computers, can be classified as intelligent 

systems [2], [3], [27], [16], capable of synthesizing a goal and finding rational ways to 

achieve it based on the use of information and knowledge in the presence of motivation.  
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 Aim and Method 

The article is devoted to applied aspects of the use of neural networks to solve the 

problems of dynamic systems identification. The main goal is to create a formalized 

approach to the neural network implementation of the identification procedure. In 

accordance with the goal, the main tasks are: substantiating the possibility of using 

neural networks as formal models of dynamic objects; development of basic neural 

network model structures; development, analysis and algorithmization of a multi-stage 

identification procedure based on neural network model structures, including planning 

and conducting an experiment; choosing the structure of the neural network; neural 

network learning; testing (establishing the adequacy) of the model; optimization of the 

neural network structure; creation of a hardware and software complex for techno-

logical process monitoring, based on the application of predictive neural network 

models. 

Methods of optimization theory, discrete systems theory, probability theory, and 

mathematical statistics are used to solve the tasks. Digital modeling is used in 

experimental studies. 

 Results 

Intelligent systems based on ANNs make it possible to successfully solve the problems 

of identification and management, forecasting, pattern recognition, and optimization. 

Other, more traditional approaches to solving these problems are also known, but they 

lack the necessary flexibility and have significant limitations on the operating envi-

ronment. The use of ANNs provides more promising alternative solutions [2], [3], [9].  

Artificial neural networks can change their behavior depending on the conditions of 

the external environment, that is, they can adapt. In order to provide the desired reac-

tion, after the presentation of input signals (perhaps with corresponding outputs), neural 

networks self-adjust. The response of the network after training may be somewhat 

insensitive to small changes in the input signals. This feature of extracting an image 

through noise and distortion overcomes strict accuracy requirements [24]. Neural net-

works also have the ability to operate on data generated in the learning process. The 

listed properties make it possible to effectively use ANNs when solving many tasks  

[1], [8], [27].  

Approximation of functions/modeling. There is a training sample ((х1, у1), 
(х2, у2), . . . , (хn, уn)) (input-output data pairs), which is generated by an unknown 

function у =  f (х), distorted by noise. The task of approximation is to find the estimate 

of the unknown function у =  f (х). Approximation of functions is necessary when 

solving many engineering and scientific modeling problems [8]. 

Identification/prediction. Given n discrete readings of the output signals of the 

system {y(t1), у(t2), … , у(tn)} (possibly with corresponding inputs  

{u(t1), u(t2), …,  u(tn)}) in consecutive moments of time t1, t2, . . . , tn. The task is to 

build a model that predicts the value of y(tn + 1) at the moment of time tn + 1. 

Predictive models can be used both in management systems [1], [9], and in non-
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technical areas, for example, for analyzing stock exchange prices and weather 

forecasting. 

Management. Consider a dynamic system given by the set {u(t), у(t)}, where u(t) 

is the input control influence, and у(t) is the output of the system at time t. In control 

systems with a reference model, the goal of control is to calculate such an input 

influence u(t), in which the system follows the desired trajectory dictated by the 

reference model. A neural network is chosen as a model, and the dynamic process of 

its adjustment is a solution to the management problem [9], [10], [23], [28]. 

As for the classification of images, the task consists in determining the belongi-

ngness of the input image (for example, a speech signal or a handwritten symbol), 

represented by a vector of features, to one or several predefined classes. For example, 

recognition of printed and handwritten texts, speech recognition, classification of 

objects by their images and scene analysis [11], [18]. 

When solving the clustering problem, there is no training sample with class labels. 

The clustering algorithm is based on identifying the similarity of images through the 

selected metric and placing close images into one cluster. Clustering is used to obtain 

knowledge, compress data, and model complex technological processes [12], [25]. 

The task of the optimization algorithm is to find a solution that satisfies the system 

of constraints and maximizes or minimizes the objective function [13]. This is a classic 

example of an optimization problem successfully solved by ANN.  

The task of identification, according to the general statement, consists in building an 

optimal model (formalized description) based on some criterion based on the results of 

observations of the input and output variables of the system. In practice, the imple-

mentation of the identification procedure (Fig. 1) requires the solution of a number of 

auxiliary tasks, the main of which are the planning/conducting of the experiment and 

the preliminary processing of experimental data, the selection of the model structure, 

the evaluation (optimization of the parameters) of the model, and the decision-making 

regarding the adequacy of the model. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Generalized scheme of the identification procedure implementation 
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The main task at this stage of identification is to collect the necessary amount of 

data in the entire working range of the system 𝛧𝑁 = {[𝑢(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡)], 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑁} (Fig. 2). 

Completeness and reliability of data largely determine the quality of identification. The 

values of input and output signals can be recorded in the process of conducting targeted 

identification experiments, where the user can define the list and moments of 

measurement of signals, and some of the input signals can be controlled. The task of 

planning experiments, thus, is to choose the most informative data about the system 

signals, given the possible limitations. In some cases, the user may be deprived of the 

opportunity to influence the course of the experiment and must rely on the data of 

observations in the mode of normal operation. The main points at the stage of 

planning/conducting the experiment are the rational choice of the sampling frequency; 

input (test) signal synthesis; filtering, removal of unwanted effects from experimental 

data (trends, random (unfounded) signal “bursts”); testing for non-linearity. 

The set of candidate models is established by fixing the group of models that are 

suitable for describing the studied system (for example, ARX or ARMAX models). 

Then the general form of representation of the model structure should be specified on 

the basis of information about the general dynamics of the system (for example,  

Ζ𝑁 = {[𝑢(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡)], 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑁} at the stage of the ARX experiment (2,2,1), where the 

description (2,2,1) defines the time delay for one sampling and the dependence of the 

current output signal of the system on two previous inputs and two previous outputs). 

That is, it is necessary to determine the input vector (regressor) for the selected family 

of candidate models. When using neural network models, a significant role is played 

not only by the choice of regressor, but also by the task of the internal structure of the 

NM – the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each hidden layer. 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of obtaining a set of experimental data 

Choosing a model structure is the most important and at the same time the most time-

consuming stage of the identification procedure. At this stage, knowledge about the 

formal properties of models must be combined with a priori knowledge of the object, 

engineering art and intuition. 

After deciding on the use of a certain model structure, it is necessary to choose  

a certain model that best satisfies a certain criterion. The traditional strategy for 

evaluating the model is to evaluate the results of one-step forecasting using the root 

mean square error criterion [1], [3], [4]. 

The built model should be adequate to the real system and the conditions in which it 

is supposed to be used. The stage of establishing the adequacy (confirmation) of the 
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model requires the direct participation of the development engineer. If the obtained 

model does not satisfy any criterion, then the previous stages of the identification 

procedure are repeated until a new series of experiments is conducted. 

The algorithm for implementing the identification procedure generates a natural 

logic of action: collect data; choose many models; choose the best model in this set; 

make a decision about the possibility (impossibility) of using the model. 

The result of the first three stages of the identification procedure implementation is 

a specific model – one of the set determined by the choice of the model structure, and 

the one that, according to the selected criterion, best reproduces the observation data. 

It is likely that the first of the models found will not pass verification at the confir-

mation stage. In this case, one (or several) previous stages of the identification pro-

cedure are repeated. 

Prototypes of neural network models are linear representations of dynamic systems. 

However, considerable attention is paid to the choice of the external and internal 

structure of neural network models. 

Let’s introduce strict definitions of system, model structure, and model according to 

the terminology adopted in [1], [17], [19], [25], [26]. A real system S can be represented 

as follows: 

 𝑆: 𝑦𝑡=𝑔0𝜑𝑡+𝑒0(𝑡) (1) 

where 𝑔0(𝜑(𝑡)) is some non-linear mapping implemented by the system; 

𝜑(𝑡) – regression vector; 

𝑒0(𝑡) – a “white noise” type signal that does not depend on system inputs. 

The model structure (M) is a parameterized set of candidate models: 

 М:𝑔𝜑𝑡,𝜃,𝜃│𝜃 ∈𝐷𝑀 (2) 

 𝑦𝑡= 𝑔𝜑𝑡,𝜃,𝜃+e(t) (3) 

where  𝜃 defines a set of p adjustable model parameters; 

𝐷𝑀 – some subset of the 𝑅𝑝 space on which a specific model is searched. 

The predictive model structure can be presented in the following form: 

 ŷ𝑡│𝜃= 𝑔𝜑𝑡,𝜃,𝜃 (4) 

The main requirement for the model structure is that the real structure belongs to the 

set of M models: 

 S∈М (5) 

Model М* is a description of type (4) under the condition of a specific vector 𝜃 = 𝜃* 

task: 

 М ∗ =  М (𝜃 ∗);  𝜃 ∗ ∈ 𝐷𝑀 (6) 

Thus, the task of identification consists in constructing some (generally non-linear) 

function g(φ(t, θ), θ) wℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 φ(t) is a regression vector, and θ is a vector of parameters 

adjusted during the implementation of the identification algorithm. 
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The problem of nonlinear dynamic systems identification is related to the extreme 

complexity of choosing the model structure. The ability of multilayer neural networks 

to model arbitrary non-linear continuous functions as a result of training on a large 

number of examples allows to solve effectively this problem. 

The implementation of the model structure on a two-layer neural network (taking 

into account (2 and 3)) has the following mathematical representation: 

𝑔(𝜑(𝑡, 𝜃), 𝜃) = ŷ(𝑡│𝜃) = ŷі(𝑡|(𝑤, 𝑊)) = 𝐹(∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑓(∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑙𝜑𝑙
𝑛𝜑

𝑙=1
+ 𝑤𝑗0) + 𝑊0

𝑛ℎ
𝑗=1 )  (7) 

where  

 f(x) = th(x) (8) 

activation function of neurons of the hidden layer; 

 𝐹x= kx;  𝑘=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 (9) 

activation function of neurons of the output layer; 

𝑛𝜑 – dimensionality of the regression vector (the number of inputs of the NN); 

𝑛ℎ – number of neurons of the hidden layer; 

𝜃  – vector of tunable parameters of the neural network, which includes weights and 

neural shifts (𝑤𝑗𝑙 , 𝑊𝑖𝑗). 
The use of NNs as model structures involves the solution of two main problems  

– the selection of the input vector (regressor) of the neural network model and the 

selection of the internal structure of the neural network. 

A completely natural way to build neural network model structures is to use identi-

fication methods based on linear models. This approach has the following advantages: 

the definition of the regression vector is based on well-studied methods of building 

linear structures; the internal structure of the NN can expand depending on the degree 

of complexity of nonlinear mappings (4); the level of complexity of choosing a model 

structure can be significantly reduced, which is essential when using the method by end 

users (technologists); the obtained models can be used for the synthesis of control 

systems. 

Neural network model structures can be represented by a vector of inputs (regressor) 

and a generalized form of description of the predictive model according to expression 

(4). The following modifications of linear regression models can be used as basic non-

linear neural network model structures: 

NNARX (Neural Network − based AutoRegressive exogenous signal) − neural net-

work autoregressive model. 

Regressor: 

 𝜑(𝑡, 𝜃) = [𝑦(𝑡 − 1) … 𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑎)       𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑘) … 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑛𝑘 + 1)]T (10) 

Predictive model: 

 ŷ(𝑡│𝜃) = ŷ(𝑡│𝑡 − 1, 𝜃) =  𝑔(𝜑(𝑡), 𝜃) (11) 
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NNARX models, like their linear prototypes, are robust because there is a simple 

algebraic relationship between the predicted output and the previous values of the 

system’s inputs and outputs. This property is especially important in the case of model-

ing nonlinear systems, determines the preference given to NNARX models in case of 

identification of deterministic objects with a low level of measurement noise. 

NNARMAX1 (Neural Network − based AutoRegressive, Moving Average, exo-

genous signal, version 1) − neural network autoregressive moving average model, exo-

genous type of signals; version 1. 

Regressor: 

𝜑(𝑡, 𝜃) = 

= [𝑦(𝑡 − 1) … 𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑎)      𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑘) … 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑛𝑘 + 1)      𝑔(𝑡 − 1) … 𝑔(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑐)]𝑇 =

     = [𝜑𝑙
𝑇(𝑡)      𝑔(𝑡 − 1) …  𝑔(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑐)]𝑇  (12)  

where 𝑔(𝑡) = 𝑦(𝑡) −  ŷ(𝑡│𝜃) is prediction error. 

Predictive model: 

 ŷ(𝑡│𝜃) = 𝑔(𝜑1(𝑡), 𝜃) + (С(𝑞−1) − 1)𝜀(𝑡) (13) 

where С(𝑞−1) = 1 + с1𝑞−1 + ⋯ + с𝑛𝑞−𝑛 polynomial from the delay operator q. 

Despite the fact that the function g is implemented on a direct-acting NN, the 

predictive model (13) has feedback: the prediction error depends on the output signal 

NN y ̂. For the linear case (ARMAX model), the stability of the model can be 

established by analyzing the roots of the polynomial C, in the case of a neural network 

implementation, it is much more difficult to analyze the stability of the model. The 

NNARMAX model can be stable in one operating mode and unstable in another, which 

is a significant disadvantage in case of practical application. 

NNARMAX2 (Neural Network − based, AutoRegressive, Moving Average, exo-

genous signal, version 2) − neural network autoregressive moving average model, 

exogenous type of signals; version 2. 

Regressor: 

𝜑(𝑡, 𝜃) = 

= [𝑦(𝑡 − 1) … 𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑎)      𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑘) … 𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑛𝑘 + 1)      𝜀(𝑡 − 1) … 𝜀(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑐)]𝑇 = 

        = [𝜑𝑙
𝑇(𝑡)      𝜀(𝑡 − 1) …  𝜀(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑐)]𝑇   (14) 

Predictive model: 

 ŷ(𝑡│𝜃) =  𝑔(𝜑(𝑡), 𝜃) (15) 

This version of the NNARMAX model has the same advantages and disadvantages 

as the NNARMAX1. The difference is only in the presentation of the moving average 

directly by the neural network model (without using polynomial C). 

NNSSIF (Neural Network – based, State Space Innovations form) – neural network 

model of the “state space updates” type.  
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Regressor: 

 𝜑(𝑡) = [ẋ𝑇(𝑡│𝜃)    𝑢𝑇(𝑡)    𝜀𝑇(𝑡│𝜃)]T (16) 

Predictive model: 

 ẋ(𝑡 + 1│𝜃) =  𝑔(𝜑(𝑡), 𝜃), ŷ(𝑡│𝜃) =  𝐶(𝜃) ẋ(𝑡│𝜃) (17) 

Extending the state space update model [1], [18], [19], [20] in the case of nonlinear 

model structures is much more difficult than when modifying linear input-output 

descriptions of dynamic systems. As in the case of NNARMAX models, the problem 

of stability analysis plays an important role. Moreover, the question of establishing 

identity becomes much more complicated. In some cases, the problems can be solved 

by introducing several neural network structures to predict individual parts of the state 

vector [1], [19]. 

When using neural network models to implement the procedure for identifying non-

linear dynamic systems, it is necessary to solve the problem of selecting the input vector 

of the NN (regressor) and determine the internal structure of the neural network. 

The method of selecting a regressor is based on the availability of a priori knowledge 

about the system (process). Determining the internal structure of a neural network 

model is a more complex and ambiguous task. 

Let’s consider a regressor: 

 𝜑(𝑡) = [𝜑1 … 𝜑𝑑]𝑇 = [𝜑1(𝑡 − 1) … 𝜑1(𝑡 − 𝑛) … 𝜑𝑑(𝑡 − 1) … 𝜑𝑑(𝑡 − 𝑛)]𝑇 (18) 

where 𝜑𝑖  is i component of the regressor; 
n – regression “depth”. 

The selection of the regressor involves the determination of the components of the 

regressor 𝜑і and the depth of the regression, that is, the number of n values of the 

regressor components at previous moments of time. The parameters of the system 

(process) that can be directly measured (or estimated) in the operating mode are usually 

used as regressor components. The choice of regression depth is determined by the 

dynamics of the system, therefore, in the absence of the necessary a priori information, 

it can be carried out by successively increasing n and checking the adequacy of the 

model. Another way is to choose a deliberately large value of n and carry out further 

structural optimization of the model. 

The “external” structure of the neural network model is completely determined by 

the regressor and the set of parameters which values need to be predicted, that is, the 

number of inputs (the number of neurons in the input layer of the NN) is determined by 

the number of regressor elements, the number of outputs (the number of neurons in the 

output layer) is determined by the number of predicted values. 

Minor changes in the internal structure of the neural network model usually do not 

have a significant impact on its quality, then the choice of regression depth, i.e., the 

number of signal readings at previous time points, plays a decisive role. Insufficient 

depth of regression leads to a model that does not take into account a significant part of 

dynamic properties, excessive depth of regression also causes a number of problems  

[1], [22], [23]. Initializing a neural network model structure by trial and error is a time-
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consuming procedure, which leads to a natural desire to get any recommendations on 

the initial choice of both the regression depth and the internal structure of the NN. 

Therefore, the correct choice of regressor significantly simplifies the procedure of 

initialization of the neural network model. 

Let’s suppose that as a result of conducting an experiment and pre-processing the 

data, some set is obtained: 

 𝑍𝑁 = {[𝑢(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡)],        t = 1, … , N (19) 

where 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡) are system inputs and outputs respectively,  N – number of discrete 

counts. Let’s also assume that some model structure is selected: 

 y(𝑡) = ŷ(𝑡│𝜃) + 𝑒(𝑡) =  𝑔(𝑡, 𝜃) + 𝑒(𝑡) (20) 

According to the general scheme of the identification procedure implementation, 

the next stage is the evaluation of selected model structure parameters. When using 

neural network model structures, this stage is the adjustment of the weight coefficients 

of the network as a result of the training procedure implementation on many examples. 

Training is a mapping of a set of experimental data to a set of parameters of a neural 

network model 

 𝑍𝑁 → �̂� (21) 

with the aim of obtaining an optimal forecast of the output signal based on some 

criterion �̂�. The traditionally used criterion [1], [3], [4], [5] is the root mean square error 

of prediction: 

 𝑉𝑁(𝜃, 𝑍𝑁) =
1

2𝑁
∑ (𝑦(𝑡) −𝑁

𝑡=1 ŷ(𝑡│𝜃))2 =
1

2𝑁
 𝜀2(𝑡, 𝜃) (22) 

This approach belongs to the class of prediction error methods [1], since the main 

task is to minimize the total norm of the prediction error 𝜀 = 𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑦 ̂(𝑡|𝜃). In some 

cases, norms other than quadratic are considered, which are optimal for a non-Gaussian 

distribution of disturbances 𝑒(𝑡). When using the criterion in the form of (22), the 

forecasting error method corresponds to the estimation by the maximum likelihood 

method under the condition of normal distribution of disturbances 𝑒(𝑡). The most 

attractive feature of the method is a fairly simple algorithm for estimating parameters 

(weighting coefficients) of NN and independence from disturbances (provided they are 

normally distributed) [1]. In some cases, this criterion is not absolutely optimal [1], but 

in practice, it usually leads to a better model. 

At the stage of parameter optimization, the selection of the “best” (due to some 

criterion) model within a fixed model structure is implemented. According to the 

identification procedure (Fig. 1), the next step is to decide on adequacy, or to confirm 

the model. The main task at this stage is to get an answer to the question “how good” 

the optimized model is. 

The task of building an optimal neural network model can be solved in two stages: 

first, the regressor structure is selected, which is determined by the type of model 

structure (NNARX, NNARMAX) (Fig. 3), as well as the regression depth on the input 

m and output n; then the internal architecture of the NN is optimized for the given 
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regression vector. If the amount of experimental data (training set) is not limited (quite 

large), the problem of structural optimization becomes less significant [20], and a fully 

connected NN can be chosen as a model structure. For a complete network, the 

optimization task is reduced to determining the number of hidden layers and the number 

of neurons in the hidden layer. The easiest way to solve the problem is to sequentially 

increase the number of neurons in the hidden layers with a parallel check of the 

adequacy of the model on the test set. 

 

Fig. 3. The architecture of a fully connected neural network model (NNARX (2,2,1), 61 

adjustable parameter) before structural optimization 

Obviously, sequentially removing connections based on the results of testing  

a trained neural network model is not as intelligent as incrementing the number of 

neurons. In addition, working out all possible structural combinations requires signi-

ficant computational costs. Therefore, it is necessary to build a method for ranking 

connections (weighting coefficients) of the neural network model in order to determine 

the best “candidates” for removal (Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4. The architecture of optimized neural network model after removing 53 structural 

connections (weights and neural shifts) 

The approach to solving the problem of dynamic systems based on neural network 

model structures identification is a multi-stage procedure, at each stage of which  

a number of conceptually significant sub-problems are solved. The consistent solution 

of these subtasks using the considered recommendations determines the effectiveness 

of the method. When solving the problem of nonlinear systems identification, the entire 

amplitude-frequency operating range of the system should be uniformly represented in 

the set of experimental data. Data preprocessing issues such as filtering and zero mean 
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and unit variance play an important role. Usually, the experimental data are divided 

into a training set and a test set, which are used, respectively, to adjust the parameters 

and confirm the adequacy of the model. The proportions in which this division is to be 

made are determined by the size of the experimental set; the more data, the larger the 

size of the test set can be. It is recommended to use model structures of the NNARX 

type, implemented on fully connected neural networks, and the ratio of the number of 

training pairs to the adjustable parameters of the NN should be in range from 3 to 10. 

Training should be carried out on the basis of a non-regularized criterion. 

With a significant size of the set of experimental data, the effectiveness of regula-

rization methods is insignificant. Therefore, it is recommended to use fully connected 

NNs, which are trained without regularization, as model structures. At a high level of 

noise, structures of the NNARMAX type can be used.  

At the stage of evaluation (optimization of parameters) of the model, it is necessary 

to choose a criterion, taking into account which the optimization procedure is im-

plemented. In addition, one of the considered methods of optimization (training) of the 

neural network model should be selected, the traditional least squares criterion and its 

modification, which uses the concept of regularization by introducing the damping of 

weight coefficients, should be investigated. To implement the neural network model 

training procedure, it is recommended to use the Levenberg-Marcard method. This 

method, developed specifically for solving the problems of unconditional minimization 

of the mean square criterion, has a high speed of convergence, computational robu-

stness and ease of application. Since the function to be minimized generally has several 

local minima, it is recommended to train NN 5–7 times, changing the initial values of 

the weighting coefficients. 

Making a decision about the adequacy of the model largely depends on the specifics 

of the task and the expected practical application of the model. In general, it is desirable 

that the performance of the model is confirmed on the test set. The neural network 

identification procedure practically ensures obtaining adequate forecasting models 

intended for modeling the behavior of dynamic systems. 

 Conclusion 

Based on the analysis, systematization and generalization of scientific achievements in 

such fields as computer science, mathematics, statistics and neurophysiology, a com-

plex formalized approach to solving the problem of dynamic object identification using 

neural network models was formed. 

It is appropriate to use neural network algorithms for the identification of dynamic 

objects during the creation of software and technical means of information and com-

puting complexes for modeling nonlinear process control systems in the absence of  

a sufficient amount of a priori information. The practical implementation of the de-

veloped algorithms is a software product, which is a composition of modules that 

correspond to each stage of the identification procedure and are combined in a single 

shell. Intuitive user interface, speed and computational robustness of the algorithms 
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used allow obtaining adequate neural network models of dynamic objects in a short 

time and with minimal user involvement. 

The unique capabilities of artificial neural networks (learning, generalization, 

abstraction), inherited by them from biological prototypes, make it possible to ef-

fectively use neural network structures to solve a large number of technical problems, 

in particular, the identification of dynamic objects. The task of identification consists 

in building a model (formal, mathematical description) based on experimental data. 

Universal approximating properties of multilayer neural networks determine the 

possibility of their application as nonlinear dynamic objects. 

ANNs (in the case of hardware implementation) are ideal for solving problems of 

real-time identification and control, as they provide extremely high speed of operations. 
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Abstract. A common approach to the development of digital twins of dynami-

cally functioning objects in the form of real-time software systems is the gene-

ration of these twins according to existing computer models, which is even 

recommended by some standards for the safety of industrial systems. MATLAB 

Simulink Coder toolbox generates a program code in C language. This generated 

code is a program module that is intended to be integrated into a program in the 

same language. But, if we want the interface of communication with the dynamic 

model to be implemented by RESTful web service technology, the development 

of such a solution in C language will be long enough in time. This paper proposes 

a simpler alternative method including three steps. First, the generated C program 

should be implemented in an executable file with a command-line interface. 

Second, the whole part related to the implementation of the web service should 

be implemented using a Python program based on the Flask library. Third, the 

interaction between the Python program and the executable with the command 

line interface should be implemented through the “expect” interface. 

Keywords: web, service, python, simulink, coder, model 

 Introduction 

Simulink is one of the most well-known MATLAB toolboxes, which allows users to 

model dynamic systems in a form of block diagrams and conduct their simulations. 

According to the original idea, Simulink is a tool to investigate dynamic systems 

properties (e.g., compliance of control system models to robustness requirements), but 

not to implement them. For implementation, it was developed a separate toolbox  

– MATLAB Simulink Coder, which allows users to generate program code in several 

languages (e.g. C, C++) for different platforms. The aim of generated code is its 

execution in real-time environments. Note that a generated code is not ready for 

execution as is, it should be included in other software, which provides desired 

communication interfaces. Alternatively, we can run Simulink models on the Desktop 

in real-time mode. This feature is also implemented in modern MATLAB. It allows 

running models in near real-time mode and communicating with other systems via OPC 
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protocol, ADC interfaces, and some other interfaces, which are commonly imple-

mented with the usage of additional dynamic link libraries. Running the MATLAB 

Simulink model in real-time mode has some disadvantages: it needs MATLAB or huge 

runtime time step; execution is single-threaded, so only one model can be run; and some 

program interfaces in MATLAB (for example, .NET) are not fast, so real-time violation 

problems may arise. 

These circumstances force developers to look for ways out of the situation. This 

paper proposes a technology that allows to quickly transform the Simulink model into 

an autonomous dynamic system operating in real-time as a web service in a large 

number of software environments, including environments with limited re-sources. 

Such systems are useful for digital twins’ realization (to debug control and information 

systems), as well as for educational and research purposes – for the realization of labo-

ratory works with the possibility of their parallel execution by students remotely. 

 Literature review 

One of the modern representative papers that describe the development of digital twins 

with real-time Simulink models without code generation is [1]. All controlled plant 

dynamics (generator, turbine-governor, etc.) and control systems (voltage regulators 

and power systems stabilizers) are implemented in the Matlab Simulink model. The 

model runs in real-time mode and is connected with the PXIe-8133 controller using 

special DLLs. A user can work with the digital twin of a controlled power plant using 

LabView.  

 The possibilities and problems of publicly available Simulink models’ development 

are analyzed in the detailed review [2]. The scope of the review is 1,734 Simulink 

models from 194 projects. Some gained statistics show that the median model has about 

70 blocks, a typical industrial model consists of an average of 200–2,000 blocks, up to 

20,000. Manual translation of such models to program code can lead to errors that 

require additional time to find. Some base standards in automotive, medical, and other 

high-risk industries recommend using program code generation tools to minimize error 

probability [3]. The use of Simulink to construct models for high-risk systems is 

justified not only by the variety of build-in blocks which allows modeling a system of 

very high complexity but also by features for a detailed study of the adequacy and 

accuracy of the models 

 The book [4] is fully devoted to the technical aspect of code generation in MATLAB 

and Simulink coder. Proper tuning of the generator allows us to find a balance between 

execution time, resource consumption, and code clearness. Also, some differences in 

code generation tasks in C/C++ are considered. 

 The papers [5], [6] describe in particular the problem of using additional tools with 

unique metrics to analyze the complexity of models. Some guidelines to construct more 

effective models using modularity principles are given. Some differences between  

C language and Simulink structures are shown. 

 Generally, we can say that existent scientific papers investigate two separate tasks: 

1) realization of a connection interface to the real-time Simulink model; 2) optimizing 
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Simulink model structure for more efficient code generation. The idea of this work is 

to develop new technology to realize a connection interface in executable based on 

generated code of a real-time model. We’ll use web service technology as a base for 

connection realization. 

 Proposed method 

3.1 Aim of the proposed method and requirements that it must meet 

This paper aims to develop digital twins with a web service interface on a base of code, 

generated by Simulink Coder. The software should not require MATLAB or MATLAB 

Runtime setup. In addition, the digital twin software development method must meet 

the following requirements: 1) fast development; 2) portability, i.e., the ability to work 

in both general-purpose OS, real-time OS, and OS for single-board computers; 3) low 

resource requirements; 4) a standard remote access software interface. 

3.2 Selection of tools and strategies to implement the requirements 

Simulink Coder allows the conversion of most Simulink models into C and C++ code. 

Therefore, the first step is to generate code in one of these languages. Though C and 

C++ are formally cross-platform, in practice programs that implement threads handling, 

network communication and drivers will differ greatly due to incompatible program 

interfaces of different OSes. That's why the completion of the generated program code 

up to a full-fledged web service in C/C++ languages is a rather expensive task and 

consequently does not meet requirement 1 (fast development). Implementation of an 

additional library or a module for Apache or Nginx web servers is also possible and is 

simpler than the previous alternative, but does not meet requirement 2 (portability). 

We’ll also notice that the software interfaces of web servers are constantly changing 

and it’s required to periodically update them due to security reasons. Therefore, to 

implement the functionality of the web service, it is proposed to write an additional 

program in a programming language that is optimized for this purpose  

Among the languages optimized for the development of web services we’ll notice C#, 

Java, Go, and Python. The first two languages require a virtual machine, which is not 

available for all platforms and does not meet requirement 2 (portability). In terms of 

greater compliance with requirement 1 (fast development), the language Python wins.  

Python is simpler than Go, functional, and extensible due to a large number of free 

libraries. In addition, Python programs do not require compilation to run. Go language 

is roughly speaking a more developed version of C language, which is optimized not 

only for system programming but also for network and web applications. Although the 

difference in speed between Python and Go programs can differ approximately ten of 

times, in the considered case the “bottleneck” is the program, which runs the model in 

real-time. Therefore, at high loads, the system will fail not because of the slow web 

service, but because of the inability to parallelly execute multiple dynamic models in 

real-time. Consequently, we choose Python.  
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As a mechanism of interaction between the program on the Python and C / C ++ 

program can be considered the following mechanisms: 1 – implementation of a library 

in C / C++ with the subsequent call it from the program on the Python; 2 – ex-change, 

using sockets between applications; 3 – unidirectional information exchange with the 

command line interface. In terms of requirement 2 (portability), it is worth choosing 

the command line interface. Although the first mechanism is generally the most correct, 

for Python it is impractical because of Python’s use of GIL locks in multithreaded 

programs, which causes problems with the speed and reliability of the program. The 

second mechanism makes the C program highly platform-dependent. Therefore, the 

third mechanism should be chosen, because Python has libraries for command line 

interactive applications, both for POSIX-compatible systems and for Windows (there 

is no such library for Go, for example, at the moment).  

Since object-oriented functionality is not required in this case and reduces the speed 

of operation, we will choose the C language for code generation. All program codes 

should be written according to the C99 specification. 

There are two main specifications of web services: REST and SOAP. The first one 

is more popular lately and is more in line with requirements 3 (low resource require-

ment) and 4 (standard interface). RESTful services use JSON data schemas transferred 

via HTTP protocol as a message language. 

The structural diagram of the proposed software solution to implement an auto-

nomous digital twin with web service API is shown in Fig. 1. 

3.3 Steps of digital twin development by the proposed method 

The method we propose is performed in 6 steps: 

1. Selection of blocks that can be transformed by Simulink Coder; 

2. Manual or automated Simulink model assembly; 

3. Real-time implementation of the dynamic system solver as a console application 

based on the generated code; 

4. Implementation of RESTful web service in Python; 

5. Implementation of interface for remote access to web service. 

6. Integration of RESTful web service into the existing software and hardware environ-

ment. 
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Fig. 1. Software solution scheme to implement an autonomous digital twin  

with web service API 

 Illustrative example of the proposed method 

4.1 Simple dynamic system 

Let us consider the problem of modeling the linear dynamic system 
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where s is the Laplace operator. 

4.2 Step 1 – Selection of blocks that can be transformed by Simulink Coder  

The main requirements for models in Simulink Coder are the following: 

1. The model must be implemented with one of the solvers in discrete time. This means 

that some blocks are not applicable, in particular all blocks of the Simscape toolbox.  
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2. A model can only contain MATLAB code from a subset of Embedded MATLAB. 

3. The model must not contain MEX and other platform-dependent blocks, including 

those responsible for accessing basic programming interfaces. 

All model parameters that the user must change or monitor must be distinctly iden-

tified since MATLAB tends to reduce the code responsible for calculations when 

generating code. 

It is also desirable, if possible, to replace blocks with a set of parameters with ele-

mentary Simulink blocks to increase the clarity of the model.  

To make the model structure clearer, let us represent the transfer functions (TF) in 

the form of differential equations: 

 
1

( ) ( ) ( )
k

x t x t u t
T T


      , 

where x – state variable, T – time constant of TF, k – gain of TF, τ – transport delay. 

Such form can be realized with several Simulink blocks (sum, integrator, transport 

delay, gain, constant, in, out, scope). And all of them can be transformed to code by 

Simulink Coder.  

To make the model more interactive we add the requirement that a user should see 

the values of the dynamic system outputs (y1, y2), as well as the outputs of the main 

model blocks (integrators, lags, and blocks for calculating the k/T ratio). We choose 

ode5 as a discrete solver. It’s a discrete analog of the default Matlab solver ode45. The 

sample time of the discrete solver is 0.2. 

4.3 Step 2 – Manual or automated Simulink model assembly 

The standard way to develop a mathematical model scheme in Simulink is to assemble 

it manually. For a further generation, each block must be given a clear identifier in Latin 

letters in order to localize the code responsible for it.  

Features of Simulink models automated assembly in MATLAB are not much 

developed. The add_block function is used to add blocks to the diagram with given 

parameters, and the add_line function is used to link inputs between blocks.  

An interesting solution to this problem is found in the Matsim library [7]. This library 

has two unique features: the construction of a Simulink model from equations and the 

automatic placement of blocks. The placement algorithm is implemented in such way: 

1) determine a block for every operation and measure all block sizes; 2) describe  

a layout problem using DOT language, which is solved by finding the optimal place-

ment of blocks with a minimum of intersections taking into account their order and 

priority; 3) translate a solution to the real coordinates of Simulink blocks and construct 

a model with them. The schematic representation of the solution for the element (1,1) 

of the transfer function matrix, performed with the GraphViz interpreter of DOT 

language is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. GraphViz representation of the DOT language interpreter solution 

The control signal (block 8) is summed (block 2) with the disturbance signal to the 

input (block 9). The value is then multiplied by the result of the k/T calculation (block 

5).  The calculation result of block 5 is summed in block 1 with the calculation result 

of block 1 (-1/T). The signal then passes through the integrator (block 6), the lag-link 

(block 7), is summed in block (4), and is written to the output variable y1 (block 10). 

The manually or automatically assembled Simulink model must be tested for com-

pliance with requirements. This procedure can be automated with standard Simulink 

functionality, special scripts, and additional toolboxes. 

4.4 Step 3 – Real-time implementation of the dynamic system solver as  

a console application based on the generated code  

First, we need to select the target and programming language in Simulink Coder. In the 

proposed algorithm, the target ert (embedded systems) and the C language should be 

selected. A generated code can be compiled with any modern compiler for any OS.  

Required settings: generate code only, dynamic memory allocation for model initia-

lization, represent root level inputs and outputs as model data structure, parameter 

behavior – configurable, leave operand order in expression unchanged. It is also recom-

mended to set goals: efficiency and traceability.  

After generation, Simulink Coder forms a folder with the program that runs an in-

finite computational loop without a timer. Unlike programs generated by the usual 

Matlab Coder, the program contains loop handlers that allow modification of the code 

for real-time simulation.  

The key file of the generated code is a file with the Simulink model name and a .c 

extension. This file (for this example it is about 30 kb of code) implements numerical 

differentiation using the ode5 algorithm and does not need modification. The file with 

the ending _data.c contains the data structure, which contains the parameters of the 

model, which can be modified at runtime.  
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The file that needs to be modified is called ert_main.c. There are two tasks to be 

implemented in this file: 1) the ability to modify model parameters; 2) execution in 

real-time or with a given acceleration.  

To solve the first problem, we should realize a simple command line interpreter 

(CLI) which is a trivial task and has many examples of realization. A minimal command 

line interface must have the following commands: 1) start – start the simulation;  

2) pause – pause; 3) restart – reset and start the simulation; 4) time – display the current 

simulation time / move to a given time; 5) acc – simulation acceleration factor; 6) set  

– set parameter 7) get – get parameter value, parameter group or all blocks; 8) status  

– current state (pause, execution, error); 9) stepsize – get simulation step; 10) quit  

– stop the program. 

As in classic CLI after the program boot command prompt should appear. To execute 

a command the ENTER key must be pressed so that a result of a command can be 

shown. To increase the reliability of working with the “expect” tool, it is recommended 

to mark the beginning and the end of the result of the command with special ASCII 

characters (#2 and #3 in the decimal system). In addition, the result should have  

a character that indicates an error (#21) and a successful result of execution (#6). 

The solution to the second problem depends largely on the capabilities of the 

platform. For a cross-platform solution, we need to implement at least POSIX threading 

as Windows threading.  

4.5 Step 4 – Implementation of a RESTful web service in Python 

API Design. First of all, to implement any web service it is necessary to define  

a programming interface. In our case we’ll only 2 types of commands: GET (read 

parameters) and PUT (change parameters). Data serialization follows JSON rules. 

GET commands – commands for reading data 

1. /get/acc – current simulation acceleration factor. Example output: 1.000000. 

2. /get/blocks – current block states. Example output: {“A11”: –0.045103, “A12”: 

 –0.0, “A21”: –0.024769, “A22”: –0.0, “Add”: 1.0, “Add1”: 0.0, “Add4”: 0.053996, 

“Add5”: 0. 069825, “Add6”: 0.0, “Add7”: 0.0, “G11”: 0.099099, “G12”: 0.0, “G21”: 

0.094595, “G22”: 0.0, “Time”: “67.800000”, “W11”: 5.006425, “W11delay”: 0.0, 

“W12”: 0.0, “W12delay”: 0.0, “W21”: 5.498778, “W21delay”: 0.0, “W22”: 0.0, 

“W22delay”: 0.0} 

3. /get/model/[k, T or tau] – current block coefficients. Example output for k: {“k11”: 

11.0, “k12”: 12.0, “k21”: 21.0, “k22”: 22.0}.  

4. /get/status – simulation state. Examples of output: RUNNING, PAUSED, ERROR. 

5. /get/stepsize – simulation step. Example output: 0.2. 

6. /get/time – simulation time. Example output: 789.200000. 

7. /get/variable/[u, f or y] – the current values of the main variables with the simulation 

time. Example output for y: {“y1”: 10.990272, “y2”: 19.569536, “Time”: 

“880.400000”}. 

PUT commands are commands to write data 
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1. /set/acc – new simulation acceleration factor. Example request: {“new_acc”:10} 

2. /set/model – new model parameters. Example query: {“k11”:2, “T12”:4} 

3. /set/status – change of state. Example query: {“new_status”: “pause”} 

4. /set/time – accelerate to new time. Example query: {“new_time”: “500”} 

5. /set/time – new variables. Example query {“u1”:1, “f2”:5} 

Configuration file format selection. We suggest storing the configuration as an INI 

text file. This form is optimal for storing a small number of settings and convenient for 

manual editing by the user. The configuration must contain the following parameters:  

1. network – network address and port,  

2. name and encoding of the executable file of the solver  

3. default start mode – background program or program with command line interface, 

the requirement of automatic start of the simulation  

4. security parameters (presence of guest access, necessity of authorization for data 

recording, permission for remote reboot, and suspension of simulation)  

5. reporting parameters – file name for the report, degree of report detail (debug, 

normal, errors only)  

6. model parameters, entered before starting. 

Selection of software libraries. The Python language is the leader in the number of 

quality and free libraries for many typical programming tasks.  

The most popular libraries for implementing web services and applications in Python 

are “Django” and “Flask”. The “Flask” library is minimalist while sufficient for the 

proposed procedure, so we recommend using it. Implementing a public programming 

interface requires libraries to control access from other resources – “Swagger” and 

“flask-cors”. We recommend using “flask-login” library for authorization functionality 

and “lru-cache” library for caching. Since simulation is discrete, caching GET requests 

can significantly reduce the load.  

The “wexpect” library for Windows and “pexpect” for POSIX-compatible platforms 

are recommended to use for interaction with the solver's executable program CLI. The 

API of these libraries is almost identical, but the internal implementation is completely 

different.  

To implement multithreading, it is necessary to use the functions of the “os”, 

“threading” and “signal” libraries. 

To form the priority queue it is recommended to use the functionality implemented 

with the help of “queue”, “itertools” and “TypeVar” libraries. 

To process configuration files, it is recommended to use the “configparser” library 

(the advantage of this library is also the possibility to change configuration parameters 

by passing command line arguments to the program), to maintain reports use “logger” 

library, to record the current date and time in the report by format use “datetime” 

library. 

Proposed software realization strategy. The program should run four parallel pro-

cesses: the main program process, the Flask server process, the AppThread, and the 

TimerThread processes. 
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The main program process initiates the other three processes and handles I/O and 

standard OS signals (SIGTERM, SIGINT, etc.).  

The Flask server process runs in multithreaded mode and handles the described 

JSON API addresses (routes). Using a decorator, which contains an address template, 

a handler function is bound to the address. In the case of a “GET” request, the handler 

functions have to return the data from the cache which is implemented using the 

functions with the “lru_cache” decorator specifying the period of the cache update. In 

the case of a “PUT” request, the input data is checked and if it is correct then it is added 

to the queue with priority 1. 

A process realized with the TimerThread class periodically adds commands for 

updating variables (priority 2) and updating block parameters (priority 3) to the queue. 

The process also adapts the time of cycle adding to the queue based on the results of 

tracking the time of returning the result of commands from the solver, to avoid overflow 

of the queue when the computer load is high.  

The process realized with the AppThread class provides continuous operation with 

the solver using expect-like control: it selects commands from the queue, sends com-

mands to the solver (sendline), waits for the return of the result (expect) and reads the 

results (readline). The AppThread class structure and main algorithms activity diagrams 

are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. The main class structure and algorithms 
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Portable distribution. The executable file of the solver program when built with the 

MINGW64 compiler takes ~1.4 MB of disk space, in working mode, the process takes 

~14 MB + library memory.  Portable Python program builds for different platforms can 

be implemented with the “cx_Freeze” utility. Under Windows, by fine-tuning it was 

possible to achieve the size of the executable ~13 MB + ~24 MB of libraries.  

4.6 Step 5 – Implementation of an interface for working remotely with a web 

service 

The easiest way to communicate with RESTful web service is the console client curl. 

For some tasks, this interface can be sufficient. 

One of the most common user interfaces for web services is a web interface. The 

technology for developing such an interface is as follows 1) Using the Matlab print 

command, the Simulink model is exported into SVG format. 2) Based on the coordi-

nates calculated with the DOT language, the necessary text elements are superimposed 

on the diagram. 3) Inscriptions are timed with the function of periodic exchange with 

the web service (when using the library JQuery, for example, the exchange of messages 

is implemented using the function $.getJSON) 4) functional elements are created to 

change parameters using put calls (in jQuery function $.ajax). 5) Plots are built, if 

necessary.  

An example of a working interface is shown in Fig. 4.  

 

 

Fig. 4. The working web interface GUI demonstration 

The figure shows the moment after changing the value from u1 from 3 to 2. When 

you click on a parameter that can be changed, a dialog box appears in the interface with 
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a text field. On confirmation, the data is transmitted to the web service. Real-time 

plotting is done using the CanvasJs library. The yellow rectangular frames show the 

output signals of the blocks. 

4.7 Step 6 – Integration of RESTful web service into the existing software and 

hardware environment 

This step is difficult to formalize because much depends on the task. For integration 

with MQTT is possible to use the functionality of IoT platforms. For integration with  

a typical modern industrial automation system, it is necessary to use JSON-OPC UA 

gateway. Such a gateway can be developed separately, or use the standard one, for 

example, implemented in the OPC Router package. For educational purposes, it is 

reasonable to develop an additional program, which will authorize users to perform the 

specified work. After authorization on the server, a separate web service should start 

for a particular user with a network port allocated to it. After the work is done, the 

service must stop working and release the port and save a report with the user’s actions. 

 Conclusions 

The paper proposes a method for integrating dynamic systems running in real-time with 

software using web service technology. Dynamic systems implemented in the 

MATLAB Simulink are considered. The method is supposed to adapt the program code 

of a dynamic model generated in the C language in such a way that it works with an 

application in Python language, which implements the interaction with web service 

technology. 

The proposed method meets the following criteria: 1) fast development; 2) port-

ability, i.e., the ability to work in both general-purpose OS, real-time OS, and OS for 

single-board computers; 3) low resource requirements; 4) a standard remote access 

software interface.  

The proposed method has no complete analogs. The most similar result was obtained 

in the paper [8]. This paper executes a web service for a MATLAB Simulink model 

running in real-time using the additional adapter. The Java programming language is 

used to develop the service side of the application. In our method, web service does not 

require MATLAB Simulink to run permanently. So, a developed using the proposed 

method web service is more portable and makes it possible to run multiple web services 

for different purposes on a single computer. 
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Abstract. At present, an urgent task is the introduction into the educational 

process of automation technical means digital twins for debugging and resear-

ching the main properties of the real devices behavior in various environmental 

situations. In the process of creating and debugging programs for controlling the 

manipulator, it is necessary to be able to control the correctness of the execution 

of the given instructions by the manipulator. For this, the manipulator itself is 

most often used directly, loading a test program into it and checking the trajectory 

of its links. But it is more promising to use a digital twin of the manipulator with 

the possibility of simulating all the movements of its links for visual control of 

the movement of the working tool in the given coordinates. Usually, the task of 

3D visualization requires the use of additional libraries and computing power. 

This paper proposes a method of software calculation and visualization of mani-

pulator operation, which can be implemented in any visual programming lan-

guage. The peculiarity of the method is that no additional libraries are used, and 

the calculation of nodal points of the manipulator is carried out by means of the 

chosen programming language in real time, using the law of inverse kinematics. 

Keywords: G-code, inverse kinematics, stepper motor, microcontroller, manipu-

lator, control software, protocol 

 Introduction 

Manipulator motion control software systems are designed to create programs for con-

trolling the movement of manipulator links, remote control of the device, and visuali-

zation of the current state of moving mechanisms [1], [2], [3], [4]. The main task of the 

software tool is to facilitate the process of creating control programs and increase 

productivity by visualizing the movement of mechanical moving parts of the 

manipulator. 

When creating control programs, the characteristics of the specific type of mani-

pulator for which they are created are taken into account. The three basic functions of 

data transformations are aimed at solving three standard configuration problems of 

manipulator kinematics with the protection of their solutions against dangerous move-

ments of the manipulator: 
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 Conversion of the angular configuration of the manipulator links into the Cartesian 

coordinates of the selected point on the gripper axis. 

 Conversion of the target coordinates of the manipulator with the target parameters 

of the gripper into the angular configuration of the manipulator links at the target 

point.  

 Linear interpolation of the movement in the Cartesian coordinates of the target 

vector according to the given values of the angular configurations in the current and 

target points of the planned movement of the manipulator gripper. 

The purpose of the work is to create a software tool for controlling the movement 

and simulating the operation of angular type manipulators using visual components.  

 Analysis of Manipulators Designs 

The training model of the manipulator robot serves as the control object. The manipu-

lator contains two movable joints and can rotate around a vertical axis. Also, the mani-

pulator has a gripper for grabbing and moving parts within its working area. 

The design is based on three stepper motors. Each stepper motor implements  

a certain degree of freedom. The motors are controlled by a control module based on 

the Arduino Mega controller. 

The manipulator has end sensors, one for each degree of freedom. At the beginning 

of work, the initial initialization of the control system is performed. At the same time, 

a test start of each stepper motor is performed and the operation of the corresponding 

end sensor is monitored. If all the sensors have worked, the device goes into standby 

mode for commands from the user. Fig. 1 shows the kinematic diagram of the mani-

pulator. 

The design is based on three stepper motors. Each stepper motor implements  

a certain degree of freedom. The motors are controlled by a control module based on 

the Arduino Mega controller. 

The manipulator has two main links L1 and L2, as well as two rotary-type kinematic 

pairs operating in the same plane. By rotation the angles φ1 and φ2, the kinematic pairs 

are moved. 

By rotating the manipulator by an angle φ3 relative to the Y axis, movement in three-

dimensional space is performed. 

The first link L1 is attached to the base and rotates by an angle φ1, and the second 

link L2 is attached to the end of the first and rotates relative to it by an angle φ2. The 

working body of the manipulator is located at the end of the second link. Thanks to this 

design, heavy servo modules can be placed in the lower part of the manipulator. This 

will reduce the weight of the mechanism itself and, due to this, increase the weight of 

objects that can be moved. 

Support bearings are used to hold the platform in the horizontal plane. The main gear 

rests on the bearings, which is driven by a stepper motor using a belt transmission. 
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Fig. 1. Kinematic scheme of the manipulator 

The simplified functional scheme of an industrial robot is shown in Fig. 2.  

An industrial robot consists of a mechanical part (which contains one or more 

manipulators) and a control system for this mechanical part. In addition, the robot may 

have means of feeling (which together form an information-sensory system), the signals 

of which are sent to the control system [5], [6].  

A manipulator is a controlled mechanism (or machine) that is designed to perform 

motor functions similar to the functions of a human hand when moving objects in space, 

and is equipped with a working body. In some cases, an industrial robot may include 

two (or more) manipulators [7]. 

The executive mechanism of the manipulator is, as a rule, an open kinematic chain, 

the links of which are connected in series by joints of various types. The combination 

and mutual arrangement of links and joints determines the number of degrees of 

freedom, as well as the scope of the robot's manipulation system. The executive mecha-

nism of the manipulator is, as a rule, an open kinematic chain, the links of which are 

connected in series by joints of various types. The combination and mutual arrangement 

of links and joints determines the number of degrees of freedom, as well as the scope 

of the robot’s manipulation system: 

 Robots operating in a Cartesian coordinate system, i.e. robots in which all three 

initial joints are translational (for example, the IBM RS-1 robot [8]). 

 Robots that work in a cylindrical coordinate system, that is, robots in which among 

the initial articulations there are two translational and one rotational joints (for 

example, the Prab Versatrans 600 robot [9]). 

 Robots that work in a spherical coordinate system, i.e. robots that have one trans-

lational and two rotational joints among the initial joints (for example, the Unimate 

2000B robot from the Unimation company [10], [11]). 
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 Robots that work in an angular or rotational coordinate system, that is, robots in 

which all three initial articulations are rotational (for example, PUMA robots from 

Unimation or T3 from Cincinnati Milacron [11]). 

 

Fig. 2. Functional scheme of industrial robot 

In some cases, the manipulator of an industrial robot is installed on a movable base, 

which means providing it with additional degrees of freedom. For example, the mani-

pulator can be installed on rails or on a movable carriage that moves along a floor track 

or along suspended guides. 

There are also industrial robots with closed kinematic chains. An example can be 

parallel robot – manipulation robot in which the working body is connected to the base 

by at least two independent kinematic chains. This class of manipulation robots 

includes, in particular, the Hugh-Stewart platform and delta robots [12], [13], [14].  

There are also industrial robots with closed kinematic chains. An example can be 

parallel robots – manipulation robots in which the working body is connected to the 

base by at least two independent kinematic chains. This class of manipulation robots 

includes, in particular, the Hugh-Stewart platform and delta robots.  

 Discussion of similar decisions 

The task of controlling the movement links manipulator with simultaneous visuali-

zation of movement is of great importance. This task is especially acute at the stage of 

debugging the technological program. Several solutions can be used to visualize the 

movement of manipulator links. Currently, the most common graphics tools for this are 

OpenGL and Unity.  

In work [15], a comparative analysis of the performance of these two tools is carried 

out to solve the problem of simulating the processes of transformation of 3D graphic 
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objects of different complexity. The simulation took place in real time. Modeling was 

carried out using a simplified mass-spring method to realize the deformation of objects. 

The work presents the results of experimental studies for various conditions of use. 

The number of simulations is 20 times, and performance was calculated by averaging 

the time spent on the task. A value of 200 frames was chosen as the boundary for 

simulation. 

Objects such as a sphere, the letter “A” and the letter “L” were used for modeling. 

The result of experimental studies showed that the usual OpenGL and shaders, which 

were written using GLSL, are 12 times faster than Unity. The authors explain these 

results by the fact that Unity not only models and performs calculations, but also 

provides development environment functions for programmers and users. Thus, the 

authors recommend using OpenGL to perform the tasks of modeling 3D objects in 

visualization programs. 

Another work that was analyzed is [16], which is an example of the implementation 

of the task of modeling an industrial manipulator with a grip by means of OpenGL 

using the C# programming language (Fig. 3).  

 

Fig. 3. An example of implementing a 3D manipulator model using OpenGL 

The peculiarity of this implementation is that the visualization takes place for the 

already calculated coordinates of the placement of nodes of the manipulator links. 

Added a function to the source code to determine the metric of the time it takes to 

perform the rendering. On average, this time is 0.4 ms for the test computer.  
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 Development of the Software Structure Diagram 

The structure diagram of the software, presented in Fig. 4. The main modules of the 

program are: the main module, the program execution module, the command transfer 

module, the database module, and the visualization module. Also, six timers are used 

in the program, which allow to implement independent flows of controlling the progress 

of the program. 

 

Fig. 4. Structure diagram of the software 

The program execution module organizes work with instructions stored in the 

database. The corresponding module is used to receive the next command from the 

database. Each team is selected sequentially. The queue is controlled by an independent 

flow, which is responsible for the timer_Run timer. After receiving the next instruction, 

a command in G-Code format is prepared. The following commands are involved in 

the program: position the tool G0, turn on the gripper M5, turn off the gripper M3, turn 

on the pump M1, turn off the pump M2, turn on the laser M6, turn off the laser M7, turn 

on the power of the motors M17, turn off the power of the motors M18, calibrate the 

manipulator G28. 

The visualization module is used in the emulation mode of the work program to 

visually control the position of the manipulator links to facilitate the debugging of the 

control program. 

Part of the program interface is intended for placing manipulator control commands. 

Each command is represented by a separate line that can be dragged within a program 

segment, thus changing the flow of program execution. In the other part, you can edit 

the parameters of each command. The content of this interface area depends on the 
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specific instruction. In total, the program provides six different types of commands: 

Move To, While, Repeat, IF, GoTo, WaitInput. 

The “Move To” command is used to move the working tool of the manipulator to 

a given point in space. This command requires the assignment of the following para-

meters: X movement coordinate, Y movement coordinate, Z movement coordinate,  

R movement coordinate, S movement speed. XYZ coordinates specify the position of 

the end point of the tool movement in 3D space. The R coordinate is a parameter that 

determines the displacement of the manipulator along the rail to which it is attached (if 

available). 

In the emulation mode, a list of nodal points is provided. This list allows you to 

remember the key positions of the manipulator, which are often repeated during its 

operation. This list can be updated during the program operation. Points can be added 

or deleted from the list. All of them are stored in the corresponding database table. Each 

point can be given a unique name so that it can be conveniently identified during work. 

Also, in this mode, you can move the manipulator to a given point without executing 

the full program. Thus, the operator has the opportunity to debug each step of the 

program in the process of its creation in real time.  

In order to read data from the manipulator's memory about the current state of its 

links and automatically fill the data fields with the corresponding real coordinates, 

a special button “Get current position” is provided. 

The program also has a “Label for transition” item. This parameter is used to assign 

a unique identifier to the command, which is used to jump to it unconditionally from 

any line of the program when using the “GoTo” statement. 

 Simulation of the Graphic Image of the Manipulator Position 

in Two Projections 

To model the position of the manipulator links and visualize their movement, two views 

of the device are used: a top view and a side view (Fig. 5).  

The two specified views make it possible to evaluate the movement of the mani-

pulator without using the isometric view of the coordinate system. The difficulty of 

solving the problem lies in the fact that the manipulator can rotate around a vertical 

axis, so the side view will represent a transformed view in the vertical plane of vision. 

The calculation of the position of the manipulator links, as well as the coordinates 

of the joints, is calculated in several stages. 

The initial data for the calculation are the location coordinates of the manipulator 

base B(x, y, z) and the desired final coordinates of the tool T(x, y, z). At the first stage, 

we present the location of the manipulator in the XOY plane, which is a top 

view (Fig. 6). 

In this view, the links of the manipulator form one line, from the base point B(x, y) 

to the end point T(x, y). The center of the base of the manipulator (point B) also has an 

offset of ΔBx, ΔBy relative to the center of the graphic system coordinates. This should 

be taken into account when building a graphic image on the program form. 
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Fig. 5. The program interface is in the manipulator simulation mode 

At this stage, we do not know the coordinates of the joint M, which is located 

between the base of the manipulator B and the end point T. To find these coordinates, 

it is necessary to first find the height of the location of the joint M in the ZBX plane 

(coordinate Mz), and then find the projection of the point M on the X axis, and this will 

be the Mx coordinate.  

 

Fig. 6. Manipulator location in the XOY plane (top view) 
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To find the Mz coordinate, it is necessary to solve the problem of inverse kinematics. 

The task of inverse kinematics is to find such angles so that the end link reaches the 

desired target point. As part of our task, we will consider the location of the links of the 

manipulator on view A (Fig. 7).  

 

Fig. 7. Location of manipulator links in the ZBX plane 

To solve this problem, we need to know the length of two links aBM  , bMT  . 

Let’s draw a straight line c connecting the points of origin of coordinates B and the 

given T(x, y). The length of the straight line c is determined:  

 
22 zxс   (1) 

Then the coordinates of the point T(x, y) can be written as follows: 

  1cos  cTx  (2) 

  1sin  cTz  (3) 

where 1  is the angle between line c and x-axis. 

Angle   consists of two angles 1 and 2 :  

 21   (4) 

We find the angle 1 : 

  xyarctg1  (5) 

We find 2  using the theorem of cosines (for a triangle with sides a, b, c and an angle 

opposite to side  ):  

   cos222
2 bccb  (6) 
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From (6), you can write the expression for finding the angle 2 : 

   cacba 2cos 221
2    (7) 

where a is the shoulder of ВМ (Fig. 7), b is the shoulder of MT; c is the ВТ arm, which 

is calculated according to (1). 

Similarly, we find the angle  : 

   abcba 2cos 221    (8) 

The angle   is defined as: 

  180  (9) 

Knowing all the current angles of the manipulator kinematics, it is possible to determine 

the Mx coordinate of the middle joint: 

  180cos  BMBM xx  (10) 

The Mz coordinate is calculated similarly: 

  180sin  BMBM zz  (11) 

The next step is to determine the angle of displacement of the manipulator links 

when rotating around the vertical axis Z in the top view in order to further obtain the 

projection of point M on the X coordinate axis (Fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 8. The principle of displacement of point M when rotating the manipulator around the Z axis 
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To solve this problem, let's imagine that the line BT together with the known 

displacements of the end point in coordinates (x, y) forms a right triangle BT'T (Fig. 9).  

To determine the angle  , it is necessary to calculate the length of the segment BT. 

For this, we need to know the coordinates of points B and T. We know the coordinate 

B, it is the coordinate of the location of the base of the manipulator. The coordinate of 

point T is also known to us as the end coordinate of the tool movement in the XY plane.  

 

Fig. 9. Determination of angle α 

Thus, the length of the segment BT, taking into account the coordinates of the two 

points, will be equal: 

    22

yyxx BTBTBT   (12) 

Now let's calculate the rotation angle  :  

  BEy sin  (13) 

We find the projection of point M on the X axis (Fig. 8): 

     sin'
xxxx BTTB  (14) 

Now you can display the position of the manipulator links in the side view (Fig. 10). 

The last step is to determine the position of point M on the segment BT in XY 

coordinates in the top view. To do this, you need to find the point of intersection of two 

straight lines:  

 the first line passes through points B and T in the top view; 

 the second line passes through points M and T' in the side view.  
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Fig. 10. The stages of determining the coordinates of the manipulator joints in two projections 

Knowing the coordinates of the segments BT and MT' from the classical notation of the 

equation of lines 

        121121 yyyyxxxx   (15) 

it is necessary to go to the equation in one row: 

     021212112  xyyxxxyyyx  (16) 

or 

 0 cbyax  (17) 

where 12 yya  , 21 xxb  , 2121 xyyxc  . 

From here, the x-coordinate of point M will be written as follows: 

    12212121 bababccbx   (18) 

The y-coordinate of the point M is determined similarly: 

    12211212 babaaccay   (19) 
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 Analysis of test results 

As a result of performance testing of the proposed method of simulating the movement 

of manipulator links, the average value of the operation execution time was obtained  

– 0.4 ms. For comparison, the method [16] based on the use of the OpenGL library was 

taken. For this method, the average rendering time is 0.395 ms. Fig. 11 shown the 

results of the testing performed for 200 frames. 

 

Fig. 11. The result of comparing the performance of two visualization methods 

It can be seen from the given figure that the studied visualization method has a 

number of drops of measured data, which is clearly visible in Fig. 11. This is due to the 

simultaneous parallel operation of several processes in the manipulator motion control 

program: the process of determining the current position of the manipulator links with 

the solution of the inverse kinematics task, the process of processing the program 

counter, the dues of program cycles, and others.  

 Conclusions 

This work describes the creating method an industrial manipulator digital twin for 

visualizing movement of the  links angular manipulator using visual components. The 

object of control is the training model of the manipulator robot. The manipulator has 

two movable joints and can rotate around a vertical axis. Also, the manipulator has  

a gripper for grabbing and moving parts within its working area. A method of 

calculating the position of the manipulator links and determining the coordinates of the 

joints is proposed. The peculiarity of the developed method is that no additional 

libraries are used, and the calculation of nodal points of the manipulator is carried out 

by means of the selected programming language in real time, using the law of inverse 

kinematics.  

The obtained results show sufficient performance of the proposed visualization 

method, which is within the speed of image processing using the OpenGL library, and 

in some cases, even exceeds it. 
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Abstract. Use cases are widely used as a means of formulating requirements in 

the development of information systems. All subsequent design stages depend on 

the quality of their presentation. Structuring use cases can significantly increase 

their understanding and maintenance in the face of changing requirements. 

Flexible technologies involve working in small teams. The existing communi-

cation between teams is not sufficient to highlight sub use cases at the project 

level. There is a need for automated analysis of the corpus of all use cases.  

A mathematical model of a use case which makes it possible to define the criteria 

for comparing scenarios and eliminate the redundancy of descriptions is pro-

posed. A four-step method for restructuring use cases has been developed. At the 

first stage, use cases are presented in a formalized form. At the second, they are 

stored in the repository, which ensures their quick search and placement. At the 

third stage, procedures of scenario comparison are performed. Scenario similarity 

criteria are proposed. At the fourth stage, the formation of subordinate use cases 

is carried out, their texts are coordinated with all interested teams, and the use 

cases that cause subordinate use cases are corrected. Experiments providing the 

formalized compilation of use cases by several development teams followed by 

automated restructuring were carried out to test the proposed solutions. As a re-

sult, new subordinate use cases were correctly identified and the scope of use of 

previously formed ones was expanded. There was a significant reduction in the 

time for restructuring. The proposed method of restructuring use cases improves 

the clarity and consistency of requirements, the possibility of their adjustment 

and maintenance, and reduces the compilation time. The method can be used in 

the design of any information system, where the requirements are presented in 

the form of use cases. 

Keywords: use case, subordinate use case, scenario, information system de- sign 

 Introduction 

Use cases (UC) are the main way to represent functional requirements [1], and partially 

non-functional requirements [2] to the designed information system (IS). The quality 

of the entire project largely depends on the quality of UC writing. There are a number 

of recommendations for compiling UCs that relate to general issues of selecting UCs, 

ways of scenario recording in relation to the tasks solved, and formats for presenting 

mailto:akungurtsev19@gmail.com
mailto:zinovatnaya.svetlana@op.edu.ua
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UCs. In [3], the concept of “subordinate UC” (SUC) is introduced to define UC, which 

is called from some step in the scenario of the main UC. Usually, SUCs are formed 

from extensions of the main UC. There are at least two reasons for this: 

– the extension is used in several places. The formation of a SUC from it will 

simplify the maintenance of requirements and the code that implements them; 

– expansion makes the main UC difficult to understand. 

The SUC must be linked to the main UC by an include or extend relationship.  

Fig. 1 shows examples of such relationships. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Relationships between master and subordinate use cases 

Within the framework of a large project, dozens or hundreds of UCs are formed by 

different development teams. Under such conditions, determining the identity of sub- 

ordinate UCs selected in various subsystems, and, furthermore, finding repeating 

fragments of scenarios, is a very complex and time-consuming task. The problem 

becomes even more difficult in the context of global software development [4].  

In this paper, it is proposed to consider the problem associated with the allocation of 

SUC in a broader sense – the elimination of repetitive requirements and the code cor-

responding to them. 

In a simplified form, the process of UC formation in the design of IS is shown in 

Fig. 2. At the system analyst level, a list of the main UCs can be generated. If several 

development teams are working on the project, then the allocation of SUC becomes 

possible only within some parts of the project. 
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Fig. 2. The process of generating use cases 

The purpose of the work is to improve the quality of presentation of functional 

requirements in the form of use cases by eliminating the redundancy of descriptions and 

introducing UC structuring.  

To achieve the said goal, it is proposed to solve the following tasks: 

1. to create a mathematical model of UC that makes it possible to compare fragments 

of their scenarios; 

2. to develop a method for UC restructuring; 

3. to test the study results. 

 Review of the literature 

The need to improve the description of UC for their use at various design stages is 

indicated in [5]. 

In [6], it is noted that UCs should be the main tool for communication and verification 

of requirements by the user. However, the authors believe that expanded class diagrams 

can be a good mechanism for communicating and checking requirements. In our 

opinion, first, it is necessary to perform structuring of the UC, which in the future will 

ensure the construction of high-quality class diagrams. 

Studies carried out within the framework of the energy project [7] have shown the 

effectiveness of creating a repository for more than 50 UCs. The authors note that this 

created the conditions for solving a number of tasks of project progress control, 

documentation management, profitability and safety improvement. In our opinion, the 
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functions of the repository can be extended with the tasks of analysis and UC restruc-

turing. The authors propose a formal model of the UC diagram followed by a 

multi-view consistency check. However, the authors do not consider the distribution 

of functions between UCs. 

The need for further formalization of requirements was noted in [9]. It is proposed 

to use a structured natural language and the corresponding FRET tool. In our opinion, 

formalization should be introduced wherever there are conditions for this, for example, 

when forming UC. The problem of presenting UCs with varying degrees of detail is 

considered in [10]. The complexity of this task is noted and a number of 

recommendations for “slicing” UC in Agile technologies are given. However, the 

authors do not propose a formal model for the UC refinement process. 

In [11], the problem of low-quality specification of requirements is noted. As a solu-

tion, it is proposed to use document templates compiled on the basis of the experience of 

successfully completed projects. We believe that the use of templates will be especially 

effective in the formation of UC and SUC. Such templates were proposed in [12] as part 

of building a model of conceptual classes based on an automated description of UC. 

In [13], the influence of natural language on the quality of work with requirement 

specifications is noted and it is recommended to use natural language processing tools. 

In [14], it is proposed to improve the quality of project documentation by expanding 

the use of formal methods for its presentation. This problem extends to a large extent 

to the description of UC. Both natural language processing tools and the use of special 

templates that reduce the ambiguity of text fragments can be its solution. Models of UC 

scenario steps [15] can be a solution to this problem. 

 Materials and methods 

Selection of SUC requires comparison of UC scenarios. It is possible to organize  

a  comparison of scenarios of all UCs to select matching sequences of steps. However, 

since UCs are compiled by different developers, the probability of finding matching 

texts is negligible. We can use fuzzy string comparison [16] by introducing certain 

matching coefficients. However, a very low signal-to-noise ratio is expected in this case 

too. To solve the problem, it is proposed to introduce certain formalization in the 

description of UC, expressed in the following steps. 

7. When describing all UCs, use a unified classification of scenario steps [12]. 

8. When describing all UCs, use a unified system of generalized data typing [15].      Let 

us represent UC in the form of a tuple: 

 UC = <id, ucType, mP, mES, mRef, refT>, (1)  

where id is the UC identifier; ucType – a UC type, can take two values: main (for main 

UCs) or subordinate (for subordinate UCs); mP = (p1, p2, ... , pn) – a set of steps of the 

main scenario ordered by numbers; mES – a set of alternative scenarios; mRef is a set 

of references of the subordinate UC to the UC that access it; refT is a reference to the 

command that accompanies the UC. 
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The mRef parameter makes it possible to determine the efficiency of using the sub- 

ordinate UC. For main UC mRef = . In the main UC links to subordinate UCs are 

provided by a special scenario clause. 

Let us represent each alternative scenario as a tuple: 

 UC = <id, ucType, mP, mES, mRef, refT>, (2) 

where epj is the number of the main scenario step from which the transition to the 

alternative scenario takes place; rpk – the number of the main scenario step, to which 

the return from the alternative scenario takes place; cA – condition of transition to an 

alternative scenario; mAP = (p1, p2, ... , pk)– a numbered set of extension scenario steps. 

If rpk = 0, then UC ends. 

Use case restructuring method provides for the following steps.  

Stage 1 – Formalized presentation of UC scenarios 

In the representation of the step of the main scenario, extension scenario or SUC, we 

will indicate its type. The following types of UC steps are proposed in [12]: Create, 

Enter data, Request a value, Request a list of values, Select from a list, Request a 

service, Request with a value, Repeat actions, Successful completion of the UC, Failure 

of the UC, Call of the UC. 

For each step type, a model has been compiled that makes it possible to formalize 

and automate the formation of the step. As an example, the model of the “Value 

Request” step is given. The user asks the system for some data. This is usually followed 

by an evaluation of the obtained data by the user. The step description template looks 

like this: 

 requestValue = <nP [, Client, tp1, tu1], Actor, tp2, tu2, data1 

 [, tp3, tu3, data2][, tp4, tu4, data3, tp5], (3) 

 tp6, data1[, tp7]> 

where nP is the number of the scenario step; Client – an optional element (introduced 

when it is necessary to specify who the initiative comes from); Actor – the system user 

who will perform the said UC step. For them, the developer specifies the position. 

The elements of the template can be pre-composed pieces of text (tpi), pieces of text 

formulated by the developer (tuj), and data that is input and/or output from the datak 

system. The datak element is formed from two components: the name of the data and 

its type. This information is used only by the developer and is not visible to the user. 

Square brackets enclose optional template elements. Below are the values of the tem- 

plate elements: 

 tpone = “wishes to receive”; 

 tuone – is formed by the developer, for example, “repair cost ...”; 

 tp2 = “requests the system”; 

 tu2 – is formed by the developer, for example, “repair cost ...”; 

 dataone – data that is requested from the system; 
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 tp3 = “based on”; 

 tu3 – is formed by the developer, for example, “car brands ...”; 

 data2 – data on the basis of which the requested value is determined; 

 tpfour = “subject to”; 

 tufour – is formed by the developer, for example, “availability of spare parts ...”; 

 data3 – data on the basis of which the fulfillment of the condition is checked; 

 tp5 = “The system confirms the fulfillment of the condition” –  an optional ele ment; 

 tp6 = “The system outputs”; 

 tp7 = “Client/Actor agrees”.  

Service request step template: 

 reqService = <nP [, Client, tp1, tu1], Actor, tp3, tu2, {data1},tp4 [, tp5, tu3]>, 

where tp = “wishes”; tu1 is a text that identifies the service (e.g. “undercarriage over- 

view”) or document (e.g. “application for a reduced rate”); tp3 = “enters”; tu2 – a phrase 

that is formed by the user, the name of the service or document; data1 – service or 

document representation in the project; tp4 = “The system confirms the possibility of 

performing the service (document)”; tp5 = “Transfer of the control to scenario step”; 

tu3 – scenario step number. 

To formalize the representation of input and output data, the following set of generic 

types is proposed: 

 List – list (can represent a linear list, an array, a set, etc.); 

 Struct – the structure (in the general case it contains fields of different types), must 

contain the numbering of the fields; 

 Text – any text; 

 Numb – any number format; 

 Bool – boolean value; 

 Void – the function does not return the value; 

 PClass – a reference to a class object; 

From the point of view of SUC selection, the step of the type “Request for a service” has 

a special meaning. It may be followed by steps (subordinate), revealing the mechanism 

for providing the service. It is this sequence of steps that can be a candidate for a SUC 

formation. To formalize the semantic relationship between steps, it is proposed to intro-

duce link indicators in the form of step numbers into the texts of steps belonging to the 

“Service Request” group. 

Example 1. A scenario fragment that implements registration will look like this: 

N. [0] The client wishes to register in the system. The system confirms the possibility 

of registration. 

N + 1. [N] The system displays the registration conditions. The client agrees. 

N + 2. [N] The system suggests entering an email. The client enters. The system con- 

firms the completion of the registration. 
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Taking into account the considered types of scenario steps and data, we will repre- 

sent the scenario step in the form: 

 p = <nP, pH, pType, pText, mData>, (4) 

where pH is the head step number, possible values: empty string, integer; pType – step 

type; pText – step text; mData is a set of data entered into the system or received from 

it. In accordance with the accepted classification, a set can contain up to three data. 

Each data has the form 

 mDatai = <dName, dType>, (5)  

where dName is the name of the data; dType is the type of the data. 

Stage 2 – Placement of the UC in the repository 

To simplify the performance of operations with UC (storage, structuring, tracking 

changes), a repository is created. 

Using queries to the repository database (Fig. 3), it is possible to organize the set of 

all UCs, divided into subsets depending on the commands that work with individual 

UCs. The common part containing SUC is also selected. 

 

Fig. 3. Repository data model 
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Stage 3 – Comparison of UC scenarios 

Selection of subordinate UCs can be performed at the level of the development team 

and at the project level.At the level of the development team, it is possible to select 

subordinate UCs from the set of UCs that this team is engaged in. We call such a SUC 

local. Verification and approval of such a selection should occur within the team itself. 

At the project level, it is necessary to determine the possibility of using the local 

SUC of a certain team for UCs developed in other teams. At the same time, the analysis 

of the possibility of using the SUC should be determined by the team that is proposed 

to use the SUC. In addition, considering the entire corpus of UCs, it is necessary to 

ensure the possibility of identifying SUCs that have not previously been created at the 

level of individual teams. 

If a team has selected a SUC within their part of the project and it turns out that the 

SUC can be used in other parts, then the respective teams must confirm its use in their 

parts. If a new SUC is selected, then all teams where it will be used must confirm the 

possibility of its application within their part of the project. Each SUC must have a link 

to the team (developer). The main operation of the process is finding the occurrence of 

one scenario into another. Let us determine the main options for comparison: 

 the identity of two subordinate UCs is established when the conditions for their call 

coincide and their sequences of steps coincide; 

 a subordinate UC can be selected from two main UCs if a certain common sequence 

of steps in the scenarios of two main UCs with a length of at least 2 points is 

determined; 

 the entry of a subordinate UC into the UC is fixed if all the points of the subordinate 

UC coincide with a part of the sequence of UC steps. 

A group of semantically related steps should not be split into parts when compared. 

However, the order of substeps in a group can be arbitrary. 

Example 2: A scenario fragment that implements registration in a sequence different 

from the one in Example 1: 

N. [0] The client wishes to register in the system. The system confirms the possibility 

of registration. 

N + 1. [N] The system suggests entering an email. The client enters. The system con- 

firms its correctness. 

N + 2. [N] The system displays the registration conditions. The client agrees. The 

system confirms the completion of the registration. 

Let us formulate the conditions for the coincidence of two steps from different 

scenarios. 

1. Step types pi and pj must match (pTypei = pTypej). 

2. The actual values of Client and Actor are not compared (the same use case can be 

performed by different executors in different subsystems of the same project). 

3. It follows from the scenario step model (3) that the text of a step of a certain type can 

have different spellings due to optional elements and elements formed by the 

developer. Since these elements are important for the specific implementation of the 

steps, the necessary condition for the steps to match is the identity of their structures.  
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4. Any step of the scenario, except for the points of repeating actions and calling the 

SUC, provides for the performance of certain operations in the system of the form: 

creating an object, entering or receiving data, possibly, if certain conditions are 

met. Therefore, it is necessary to compare all text fragments formulated by the 

developer (tuj). 

5. The data that is input, output or created within the framework of the scenario step, in 

accordance with the template, must have a name and type. Both of these parameters 

are subject to comparison. 

To determine the coincidence of two scenario items, it may be necessary that some 

elements are identical (we denote this operation as) and incomplete or fuzzy (we de- 

note this operation as ≅). The result of a fuzzy match is the value of the similarity 

coefficient K. In what follows, we will consider the elements similar if their similarity 

coefficient is not less than a certain threshold value (K Kmin). Thus, we obtain the 

condition for the coincidence of points pi and pj, which belong to scenarios S1 and S2, 

respectively. Here s denotes the operation of an item belonging to a UC scenario.  

 (pi s S1) = (pj s S2) if ((pTypei = pTypej) 

 ⋀ (eListi  eListj) ⋀ (editTexti ≅ editTextj) (6) 

 ⋀∋((dTypei,k = dTypej,k) k = 1,n)) 

where eList is a list of template elements of a scenario step; editText – texts of scenario 

step edited by the developer. 

One step of the main scenario, possibly an alternative one, can have several ex-

tension scenarios. In order for the compared items to match, their alternative scenarios 

must also match. The number of alternative scenarios for the compared steps must 

match, but the order in which they are written can be arbitrary. 

Let us formulate the conditions for the coincidence of semantic groups of steps. If  

a step pi is found for which pH = “[0]”, then an ordered set of steps of the subordinate 

group gi = (pk | pk · pH = “[i]”)should be formed. 

If a step pj is found in some other UC, such that pj ≅ pi ⋀ pj· pH = “[0]”, then a sub- 

ordinate group gj = (pq | pq · pH = “[j]”) is created for it. 

To forma SUC based on steps pi and pj, it is necessary for the number of elements 

in the groups to be the same | gi | = | gj | = n and for each step from the set gi, a matching 

step was found in the set gj  𝑝𝑘 ≅ 𝑝𝑞 ;  𝑘 = ̅1̅̅,̅�̅�;  𝑞 = 1̅̅̅,̅�̅�. 

Let us formulate the conditions for the coincidence of extensions for points pi and 

pj with ni and nj alternative scenarios, respectively. First of all, the conditions for 

switching to an alternative scenario must match: 

 cAi,p: ((cAi,p ≅ cAj,k), p=1, ni; k=1, nj)) ⋀ (ni = nj) 

 ∃𝑐𝐴𝑖,𝑝: ((𝑐𝐴𝑖,𝑝   ≅ 𝑐𝐴𝑗,𝑘 ), (7) 

 𝑝 = 1, 𝑛𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ; 𝑘 = 1, 𝑛𝑗

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )⋀(𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛𝑗) 

Further, in accordance with (6), the steps of alternative scenarios are compared in 

pairs, for which condition (7) is satisfied.  

If condition (6) is met the first time for scenarios S1 and S2, then a new scenario S1,2 

is created, the first step of which is pS121 = pi. 
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If condition (6) is also satisfied for the next pair of steps pi+1  pj+1, then step pi+1 is 

added to scenario S1,2 and the process of scenario formation continues. Otherwise, the 

scenario S1,2 is destroyed (there is only 1 step in the scenario). 

It is proposed to evaluate the degree of coincidence Ki,j of two scenarios S1 and S2 

as an average coefficient of similarity of the steps included into them: 

  (8) 

Stage 4 – Selection of SUC and UC restructuring 

The execution of the stage involves the following sequence of actions. 

1. For each local SUC, its comparison with other local SUC is performed. In case of  

a match, the SUC is defined as global and a link to the support command is set in it. 

Local links are replaced with a global one. 

2. For each global SUC, the possibility of its inclusion in the UC scenarios is deter- 

mined. If possible, the UC scenario is edited accordingly. A link to the SUC is set  

in it. 

3. For each UC, a comparison with other UCs (of different localization) is performed. 

If common parts are selected, then a global SUC is formed, a link to the support 

command is set in it, scenarios and links in the UC that have a common fragment are 

edited. 

All operations for selecting a new UC or expanding the scope of its use are coordinated 

with the developer teams, which must introduce changes into the UC descriptions. 

 Results 

To carry out the experiments, a document “Vision” for the development of an infor-

mation system on the topic “Automation of the work of a clinic”, a list of users of the 

designed system and a list of UCs of 16 names were compiled. The developers were 

represented by 4 teams of 2 people. Each group received tasks to form 4 UCs in the 

UseCaseEditor. The groups were asked, if possible, to form a SUC in addition  

to the UC. 

To test the results of the study, a software product that makes it possible to select 

SUC on the basis of the entire UC corpus in accordance with the developed methodo-

logy was developed. 

The results were introduced into Table 1 after the discussion with all participants of 

the experiment. Symbols for UC and SUC were introduced in the table. For example, 

SUC (1) indicates that it was selected from UC 1 and is not used anywhere else. SUC 

(1-10-15)s indicates that in terms of content it is SUC (1)s, however, it was found out 

that it is a part of UC 10 and UC 15. A record of the form (2-6-10*)s means that SUC 

can be used for UC 2 and UC 6, but its use for UC 10 is a mistake. 

The analysis of table data shows that at Kmin = 0.5 the best results were obtained: the 

scope of SUC 1 and 7 was expanded by three UCs, and 2 new UCs were found. 
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During the experiments, the time spent on compiling UC and SUC was estimated. 

On average, 3.5 hours were spent on compiling 1 UC. It took 1.5 hours to select and 

compile one SUC, as well as adjust the UC within one team. The same work, but with 

unfamiliar UCs (4 UCs from another team) took 3.7 hours. The calculation of the time 

spent for the given example in the “manual” search for SUC increased the total time of 

UC formation by 58%. 

Table 1. Results of selection of SUC in “manual” and automated modes 

Developer 
teams 

1 2 3 4 

UC 12, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8 9, 10, 11, 12 13, 14, 15, 16 

Selection of SUC 

Manual mode 

 (1)s (7)s (9-11)s  

Auto mode 

Kmin=0.2 
(1-10-15)s, 
(2-6-10*)s 

(7-13)s, 
(5-9-16*)s 

(12-14)s (13-15*)s 

Kmin=0. 5 
(1-10-15)s, 

(2-6)s 
(7-13)s, 
(5-9)s 

(12-14)  

Kmin=0.8 (1-15)    

 

Automation of SUC selection became possible due to the use of UC step models. 

Further formalization of the UC definition, for example, by using a formalized natural 

language, is undesirable, since it will create inconvenience for the developer. It follows 

from the experiment results that the quality of SUC selection significantly depends on 

the value of the similarity coefficient Kmin.  

There is no guarantee that Kmin = 0.5 value will always be the best. The solution could 

be to use a domain dictionary to define an additional semantic relationship between 

compared texts, and as minimum, to use synonyms. 

The effectiveness of the proposed method of UC restructuring depends on the 

specific subject area. In the conducted experiment, the tasks for the development of UC 

were selected taking into account the possibility of selecting SUC. In real conditions,  

it can be expected that the proportion of SUC in the UC corpus will be 2–3 times lower 

[3]. This will reduce the time to search for the use of SUC in UC, but not the selection 

of new SUCs. Therefore, in this case, we can expect a reduction in the time for 

restructuring by about 30%. – 40% as well. 

 Conclusions 

The analysis of existing technologies for compiling UC was carried out. It was esta-

blished that working in small teams on projects of medium and high complexity does 

not allow presenting the UC corpus in a well-structured form. 
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A mathematical model of the use case characterized by the introduction of the con-

cept of the UC type, references to other UCs and the development team was proposed, 

which made it possible to further organize the process of comparing the UC and 

selecting the UC. 

For the first time, a method of automated UC restructuring which allows comparing 

UC scenarios, selecting SUC, correcting the links between UC and SUC was deve-

loped. Application of the method makes it possible to improve the structure of the UC 

corpus, which increases the degree of understanding of the requirements, reduces the 

time and errors for maintaining requirements due to the elimination of duplication. 

The experiments conducted showed the selection of all repeating fragments of sce-

narios, the correct selection of the SUC and a significant reduction in the time for UC 

restructuring (about 35%). 

The proposed method can be used in any IS project where the functional require-

ments are presented in the form of UC. 
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Abstract. Increasing software requirements lead to the need to review existing 

architectures and approaches to information systems design. A lot of shortcom-

ings of the old server application with the monolithic architecture could be 

eliminated by dividing the application into smaller software components by using 

microservice architecture (MSA). Applications with MSA are easy to support, 

scale and test. The same advantages are becoming increasingly important for the 

large client single page applications (SPA). While the process of migration of the 

monolithic server applications to MSA is already described well enough, the 

dividing of the client application to the micro-frontends is still a tricky issue. This 

study aims to develop a method of applying micro-frontends approach for mono-

lithic SPA. First, the authors studied the existing research of architecture reen-

gineering and benefits of the microservice approach. Then they explained the 

process of converting a monolithic architecture into a microservice one, which 

was proposed earlier. After that, a new transformation method is proposed to 

apply such process for front-end application by migration to intermediate stage, 

namely the modular architecture. Provided architecture transformation algorithm 

allows code owners to get a guaranteed better result by taking into account the 

limitations of the front-end SPA which was not covered by authors of previous 

articles. Experiments with typical front-end SPA proved that proposed method 

of converting could be applied. 

Keywords: software migration, microservice architecture, microfrontends 

 Introduction 

To create a scalable, future-oriented software systems in modern industrial program-

ming, the microservice architectural approach is increasingly used [1], [2]. 

Microservices break traditional monolithic applications into a set of smaller services 

that could be independently developed, tested, and deployed [3]. Due to highly 

decoupled software modules, microservice applications are easy to debug, update, use 

a third-party code, therefore, the dominant belief in a professional environment, that 

mailto:n.khatzko@gmail.com
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the future is in MSA [4]. Nevertheless, there are opposite points of view, especially in 

security field of research, which only reaffirm actuality of this field [5]. 

However, many applications have already been developed as a monolithic or 

modular, so in order to improve these applications, it is necessary to migrate them to 

the microservice architecture. Such actions have become the preferred solution for 

software upgrades than a new development [6]. 

With the development of browser-based client applications, as well as the requi-

rements for them, the same problems that occur in monolithic backend applications 

become more and more relevant, this is especially acute in single page applications 

(SPA), which were originally conceived as a single monolith. 

The monolithic SPA application has been broken into separate microfrontends using 

the microservice approach. The topic of this paper is the method of converting the 

monolithic architecture of front-end applications to microfrontends. 

The motivation of the topic of the current work is in ability to handle all the issues 

of the monolithic architecture by applying similar strategies as for monolithic back-end 

applications to convert them into microservice-based. Applying this architecture 

allows services to be developed by separate team, services could be tested and deployed 

in isolation. But in most of the cases on front-end side there is the typical SPA ap-

plication. It could be designed using modern frameworks, but it is still the monolithic 

by its nature with all the disadvantages of this architecture. Therefore, applying the 

microfrontend architecture could help in this situation. 

The second section provides an analysis of existing articles and papers related to 

strategies of the migration to the microservice architecture. Existing problems that 

could be occurred in applications with the monolithic architecture approach could be 

successfully solved with application of this migration. Despite of the existence of the 

fact that all the problems of the monolithic backend applications are inherent in front-

end applications, approach with dividing has been less reflected in front-end 

development. 

The next section describes the exiting methods of migration to the microservices. 

The usage of the microservice approach to break a monolithic SPA application into 

separate microfrontends is proposed. This section also highlights the limitations of the 

front-end SPA applications that could not allow to apply existing methods directly for 

converting its monolithic architecture to separate independent units similar to 

microservices. The additional motivation of such migration is described here. Finally, 

in the main part of the section the new determination of the existing steps is proposed 

and all the   changes to be done on every step are described. 

The next sections the existing technical approaches to organize microfrontends is 

described. The main advantages and disadvantages of these approaches and the ability 

to be used for SPA are listed here. 

The results section contains a description of the experiment to prove the proposed 

method. The requirements to the application that should be the subject of the 

experiment of the architectural transformation to the microfrontends are given here. 

Changes in code and architecture are described in detail according to the previously 

explained method steps. In this section the choice of a technical solution for the 
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organization of microfrontends is justified. New microfrontends are hosted and the final 

application is evaluated. 

The last section contains the questions that are still not covered in the current ex-

periment or could be improved in future works. 

 Analysis of Migration Strategies 

Many business applications have been in use for many years, their development does 

not stop, and a lot of unsuccessfully fixed bugs have accumulated [7]. It would be useful 

for such applications to get a second life with a new architecture without this accu-

mulated set of bugs. There is the reason to believe that migrating to the microservice 

architecture will help overcome the existing problems. Particular reasons for migrating 

older applications are the fact that microservices improve maintainability over 

traditional monoliths due to a smaller code base, a strong isolation of components, and 

an organization of microservices around a business functionality. In addition, the 

development company has the ability to create autonomous teams of employees, which 

should reduce coordination efforts and increase team productivity. 

However, the introduction of microservices can complicate the quality assurance of 

systems [8]. From an architectural point of view, quality assurance is considered a key 

issue when migrating or developing systems based on microservices [9]. Most of the 

existing research on microservices are focused on architectural principles and the 

architectural patterns [10], [11], [12] in microservice migration practices, which could 

provide an analytical view of the common patterns and methods used for MSA and 

could be considered the starting point of the authors’ work. Many researchers have 

contributed to the development and quality improvement of systems based on 

microservices [2], [3], [13]. 

As a result, MSA has also become the preferred path for software upgrades based on 

the architecture [14]. 

There are many examples of a successful rewriting of applications based on micro-

services [15], when applications are made immediately in the execution of microser-

vices next to the original application [14], [16], [17]. 

While MSA has gained a lot of popularity as an architectural style for back-end 

development of web applications, this architecture has been less reflected in front-end 

development. There are a lot of published research related to the transformation of the 

back-end from a monolithic or modular architecture to a microservice one [4], [10], 

[11], [12], [18], [19]. 

 Migration Method 

Since the microservice architecture primarily touched server applications, the published 

methods for migrating to MSA could considered. 

The process of moving from an existing system to microservices, based on earlier 

work on systems reengineering [10], [11], is described in three steps: reverse 

engineering, architecture transformation, and forward engineering [20]. 
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The described migrations were motivated by the need to partially or completely 

modernize the system, to some extent such a system was considered legacy, so the 

system that existed before the migration was called pre-existing, and the target micro-

service system was called new system. At the reverse engineering step, the system was 

analyzed to identify obsolete code, which became a candidate for transferring it to 

services. Further, this transformation was a restructuring of the code with the transfor-

mation of the current architecture to a microservice one but maintaining the same level 

of abstraction. At this step, the architecture, business model and business strategy are 

changed [20]. At the stage of backward engineering, the system is being finalized, 

implemented and deployed. 

However, the client part of the system, the so-called front-end, has a number of 

limitations that make such a conversion a difficult task. Such limitations include the 

need to work with a single environment. It is executed on the client side, so within one 

application there is always only one address bar, one global BOM object, and, 

accordingly, the DOM that is part of it. It is the problem that the main limitations of 

microfrontends are built around. 

The authors presented the adapted process of transition of a monolithic SPA ap-

plication to microfrontends as follows (see Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Migration to microfrontends 

The SPA approach has become popular relatively recently, so the motivations for 

migrating to microfrontends are caused not so much by outdated architecture, but by 

the non-functional benefits that microfrontends can provide. That is why the authors 

propose to revise the above transition steps and specify them as more appropriate in the 

context of working with client applications. So, for example, at the stage of reverse 

engineering, it is proposed to shift the focus from the search for legacy code to the 

functional analysis of the application as such. At this step, functions are grouped, or 

unified, large functions are divided. At the end of this step, the current architecture (pre-

existing) is still a monolithic and requires further analysis before moving on to the next 

step. 
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The purpose of the stage of the architecture transformation is to analyze the current 

application to determine the main business functions of the application and, based on 

them, to identify potentially separate parts of the application that should not depend on 

each other as much as possible. For these purposes, the Strategic Design Domain-driven 

design approach could be used [18]. In the context of DDD, the main application 

domains are identified. To successfully solve this problem, all stakeholders could be 

involved: developers, architects, product owners; the project documentation is studied, 

compared with the main business requirements. 

Based on the allocated domains, the application modules are created, which allows 

code owners to move to the modular architecture stage. It should be noted that at this 

stage the authors have already solved some problems inherent in monoliths: code is 

more structured and less coupled. And although one application with bundles hosted on 

the one server, this architecture allows code owners to organize lazy loading of 

modules. This leads to a decrease in the size of the main-bundle, and hence to a decrease 

in the initial load time of the application. 

On the forward engineering step, the coupling between the components of the dif-

ferent modules is finally broken. At this stage, a technical solution for organizing 

microfrontends should be chosen. Due to the limitations of client applications, in any 

division into separate parts code owners still need one main application to manage other 

microservices. All the existing technical solutions come down to solve the problem of 

how individual microfrontends connect to the main application and how it orchestrates 

them. 

 

Fig. 2. Architecture transformation during migration to microfrontends 
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Step by step architecture changes are described on Fig. 2. On the step of the back-

ward engineering step there is no architecture changes. Here changes on low level can 

be seen – grouping, unifying or removing unused functions. On this step code owners 

still have the same business models as in preexisting system. On the next step the 

transformation of the architecture finally takes place. By the end of the step code owners 

have the modular monolithic architecture. Business models could be changed to ensure 

a better isolation of the modules. These modules are candidates to be moved into 

separate microfrontends on the last step of the forward engineering step. By the end 

this step code owners have several separate applications (microfrontends) that are 

connected to the main application (shell). 

 Technical solutions for microfrontends 

Currently there are several variants how to provide microfrontend architecture. The 

simplest way to organize microfrontends is to create several independent applications. 

Code owners need to have one main application with hyperlinks to other micro-frontend 

applications. Clicking on such hyperlink the user is navigated to the other application 

with other URL. The only benefit of this approach is its simplicity, but bad user 

experience is the biggest price for this advantage. 

Another commonly used variant is applying single-spa framework. The idea is to 

create framework-specific wrapper for every microfrontend application to integrate 

them in one single-spa application. The main disadvantage of this approach is the need 

to follow the strict single-spa framework rules for every microfrontend to organize 

integration with other microfrontends. If there is a ready-made application, then it is  

a bug risk that it should be rewritten taking into account the single-spa rules. 

One of the most popular mechanisms is to apply i-frames. All necessary widgets 

should be placed in i-frames that load the corresponding microfrontend hosted on  

a separate host. Data is exchanged between them using POST messages. The main 

disadvantage of the approach is the necessary of the loading full bundle of the 

micro-frontend. This fact limits ability to use i-frames only for good isolated applica-

tions. Another downside is the risk of the additional unnecessary libraries reloading with 

the microfrontend bundles. 

The most modern way to work with microfrontends is to apply the Module Federa-

tion feature of the Webpack module bundler. This approach allows both the good com-

munication of the microfrontends and the ability to avoid code duplication. The main 

idea of the approach is configure the shell application to import just the necessary 

module from a microfrontend application. 

List the most popular variants additionally contains Tailor.js library. This library 

allows to create the microfrontend architecture based on the server rendering. This fact 

makes it unsuitable to use for SPA application because of the necessary of having  

a server Node.js application. Comparison of the technical solutions for microfrontends 

are displayed on Table 1. 
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Table 1. Microfrontend technical solutions comparison 

Feature Hyperlinks single-spa i-frames 
Module 

Federation 
Tailor.js 

One URL for all ap plication – + + + + 

Lack of framework  

– specific requirements  

for microfrontends 

+ – + + + 

Avoiding code duplication – + – + + 

Lack of necessary to add 

backend server 
+ + + + – 

Applicable to use with SPA + + + + – 

At this moment it seems, that Module Federation is preferable option, but further 

research could discover that more features required for breaking front-end monolith.  

 Results 

The authors took for consideration the previously created Chess Tutorials application, 

on the client part of which experiments were carried out. When writing, the authors, 

recognizing the problem, chose an application that has a large number of internal 

communications, in order to maximally reflect the problems that developers face in the 

process of solving real problems. The client part is typical monolithic SPA created on 

the Angular framework with a state management organized with NgRx. The application 

is an educational platform for learning the game of chess. The application is designed 

for two types of clients – teachers and students. 

To prove the ability to apply the proposed method of converting the pre-existing 

monolithic SPA has been refactored according to all the necessary steps of migration: 

reverse engineering, architecture transformation, and forward engineering. 

At the stage of the backward engineering, the interface elements have been unified, 

large functionality has been analyzed and has been divided into smaller reusable parts, 

reused components have been identified. Functions related to authorization and student 

entities have been separated; an application routing has been changed by adding new 

route for home page, Angular SDK has been upgraded to higher version etc. 

At the next stage, an analysis of the business functions of the application has been 

carried out. Business requirements have been defined the following abilities for dif-

ferent types of users: tutors could invite students to the system, create lessons and 

manage study groups, including tracking learning statistics for students; students could 

complete tasks from the lessons available to them, view the study groups. All available 

business documentation has been studied including vision and existing prototypes. The 

example of the documentation that could be applied to identify business domains is 

application user path is displayed on Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Chess Tutorials documentation: path of the user with role tutor 

Summarizing all the abilities and data from documentation, the authors have identi-

fied such basic business functions as managing students, working with lessons, working 

with study groups. Based on the selected business functions, the following domains 

have been determined: Lessons, Students, Groups and subdomain for Groups – Group 

Statistics. The schematic view of the modular application is displayed on Fig. 4. Since 

domains should have a separate model valid only within their bounded context [12], at 

this stage, the application state (store) has been restructured. All support functions of 

the centralized storage have been broken into separate modules according to belonging 

to a certain domain. The models of User and Student have also been separated, since 

they belonged to different domains. In reality, it is not always possible to achieve 

complete isolation of domains. This is exactly the situation that the authors have been 

faced with. To solve this problem, the data obtained during functional analysis have 

been used - the identified reusable components have been taken out into separate shared 

modules. It should be noted that creating a single shared module is a bad solution for 

large systems. Since not all functions could be reused in each of the above domains,  

it is recommended to organize several shared modules to prevent unnecessary 

functionality from being imported. 

 

Fig. 4. Application structure by the end of the architecture transformation step 

All the domain logic has been moved to separate independent modules. All smart 

and dump components and support services responsible for working with students have 

been collected in the Students module; the components of the lesson builder, view and 

list of lessons (support services and other structures) have been moved to the Lessons 

module; everything related to group management, including a separate module of 

Statistics, have been moved to the Groups module. After the necessary transformations, 
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the Chess Tutorials application still is a monolithic application, but consisting of as 

much as possible separated domain modules, as well as shared modules. At this stage  

a lazy loading of the modules has been applied. Domain modules also have had their 

own internal routing. The above domain modules are the candidates for separate 

microfrontends. Module (sub-domain) Statistics at this stage do not look independent 

enough to be moved to a separate domain, and, accordingly, are not a candidate for 

moving to a separate microfrontend. With the development of the application and with 

the addition of new functions, such a transfer may become relevant in the future, so 

such a decision could be postponed at this stage. 

On the forward engineering step, all possible links between domains have been 

broken down as much as possible, since each domain would be placed in a separate 

application. Orchestration by these applications has been done by a shell application 

that has been built from the main application module. Orchestration itself has been done 

using routing. On the last the microfrontends have finally been created. One of the 

problems that has been occurred at this stage is the correct technical solution for im-

plementing the individual microfrontends. Since they should be separate independent 

applications, duplication of a large amount of code, at least the framework itself and 

styles, cannot be avoided. These domain modules still have had some common func-

tions placed in shared modules. Code owners also have had state manager and common 

data used in several modules. All these have led to the fact that duplicate parts of the 

code would be loaded several times, for example, when using the i-frame approach. To 

avoid code duplication in bundles of the future microfrontends the authors have applied 

Webpack Module Federation approach. Microfrontends is still separate independent 

applications with duplicated code, but Webpack has allowed to load only the necessary 

(declared) modules of microfrontend applications in the resulting application on the 

client side. Shared module has been divided into separate shared libraries. New micro-

frontend applications have been created and main domains have been moved from main 

application to them. After that the authors have set up shell application to import just 

domain modules from microfrontends and have deployed all the applications 

separately. As a result, code owners have had shell application, mfe1 (Students), mfe2 

(Lessons) and mfe3 (Groups). 

Comparison of the pre-existing system and refactored system is displayed on  

Table 2. 

Table 2. Pre-existing and target systems comparison 

Measurable indicator 
Pre-existing system 

(monolithic SPA) 

Target system 

(Microfrontends) 

Production builds building time, ms* 20290 15363** 

Size of the main bundle, KB *** 540.5 82.7 

First page average load time, ms*** 644 269 

* Average time on developer machine. 

** Average build time of the mfe2. 

*** Pingdom speed test tool.  
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Because of the ability to run build process of every single microfrontend and shell 

application in parallel, the result build time could be equal to the build time of the largest 

application – mfe2. The size of the final bundle of the target system (microfrontends) 

has become smaller, which reduced the load time of the first page of the application. 

 Conclusions and Future Work 

In current work existing methods of migration to microservices have been adopted to 

be acceptable for microfrontends. Steps of converting and new states of the application 

have been defined and described to take into account the limitations of the front-end 

SPA which was not covered by authors of previous articles. Experiments with typical 

front-end SPA Chess Tutorials have proved that proposed method of converting could 

be applied. Authors are going to explore the concept of DDD for more efficient domain 

identification and microfrontend separation. Better understanding or conceptions of 

The Strategic design and the boundary context will allow to design better domain 

models and as a result better isolated microfrontends. Authors are also interested in 

improving of the proposed method of converting by formalizing and describing the 

process of working with multiframework SPA microfrontends (Angular, React, Vue) 

which will be the topic of future works. 
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Abstract. This paper introduces the models and methods of automated software 

development with finite-state machine-based structures. The purpose is to pro-

vide and analyze the main implementations of finite-state machines in object-

oriented design and development. The frameworks and components currently 

available for use are thoroughly examined and investigated with providing the 

corresponding analysis results. One of the main goals is to create a software com-

ponent that is based on abstract automata which can be used to implement the 

behavior of the module which provides different outcome or output signals with 

the same initial input data. The component is presented as part of the class dia-

gram built to highlight the main points of integrating it into the system. A com-

prehensive and detailed approach of converting the existing system to use the 

proposed State Engine pattern in flexible sub-modules is outlined. 

Keywords: abstract automata, state engine, output state, finite state machine, 

transition manager, system refactoring 

 Introduction 

Creating any type of software requires building on previous work. Creating a successful 

product requires completing several stages. These stages are necessary for any type of 

software development, from a small program preparing information to a large-scale 

product.  

Management of such large projects requires careful analysis of existing approaches, 

methods, and tools, which will allow to adapt to emerging requirements without un-

necessary problems. 

Creating good software requires first designing its features, timeline, and sources of 

data. Completing the first fundamental stage in software development can be achieved 

by planning these parts out. 

Modern software development involves regular refactoring processes. This involves 

restructuring the program code, which is independent of any changes to functionality. 

This is done to improve support for changes and facilitate code understanding. Many 

patterns and techniques refactoring developed over the years. 
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Quite often there is a need to design a system component, which is an object of  

a selected domain area, which can change its properties or behavior depending on the 

current state. In this case, it makes sense to use an algorithm or pattern that works on 

the basis of a finite state machine or its object-oriented representation. 

 Aim and Materials 

This study examines modernized software design and implementation by identifying 

existing flaws and replacing them with new finite state machine based software. It also 

aims to analyze existing software solutions and algorithms to determine any problems 

with their implementation. 

The main approaches used in the work are: 

 the automata theory (theoretical data on finite automata) [1]; 

 discrete mathematics (finite automata as a model of a discrete system) [2]; 

 the Finite State Machine as a model represented by the “State” design pattern. 

 abstraction (choosing only the most basic properties of a software system: 

abstraction from the mathematical properties of the finite state machine when 

considering pattern design) [3]; 

 design patterns for OOP systems; 

 formalization (a set of elements that represents a model as a finite state machine) [4]; 

 methods of algorithm building and analyzing. 

 Results and Discussion  

3.1 Subject area analysis 

One of the most popular and effective methods of building components that can change 

their behavior depending on their state is implementation using an algorithm built on 

the basis of a finite state machine. 

A finite state machine is an abstract automaton whose number of possible internal 

states is finite. At the same time, it has a finite set of input symbols that lead to the 

formation of output words. It is also important that each input symbol is able to transfer 

the automaton to a new state. This is a fairly convenient abstraction that allows you to 

encapsulate a complex algorithm. In addition to this finite state machines are very 

efficient. 

The abstract automata can be explained as a 6-element mathematical scheme G. This 

scheme has a finite set I of input signals; a finite set O of output signals; a finite set S 

of internal states; an initial state s0; a transition function x(s, i) and an output function 

y(s, i) [5]. 

The automaton is defined by the scheme G: 

 G = | I, O, S, s0, x, y | (1) 
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The finite state machine works according to the next scheme: first, input I(n) is received 

on each n-th cycle of the machine that is in the S(n) state. Next, the machine transitions 

to a new state S(n + 1) during the (n + 1)-th cycle with the release of the output signal 

O(n). These formulas can be written as [6]: 

 S(n+1) = x[S(n), I(n)], n = 1, 2, …  (2) 

 O(n) = y[S(n), I(n)], n = 1, 2, … (3) 

The graph of a finite state machine is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The graph of a finite state machine 

Changing an object's behavior depending on its state is achieved with the help of the 

State pattern. This can be seen as an integration of the finite state machine on top of the 

OOP-design world. 

When designing modules, or classes, using the State pattern, a particular group of 

internal states is expected that manipulate different operations based on the current 

state. In order to achieve a consistent glance across all states, a shared interaction 

interface is required [7]. 

3.2 Existing algorithms and patterns based on finite state machines 

Change in behavior occurs when an object’s state changes. This is a design pattern 

called the State pattern. 

Typically, “if” statements are used to check the current state of an object and deter-

mine the appropriate behavior for the next execution. These states are mainly defined 

with a state machine. 

The concept involves many components that change each other's states. The specific 

set of possibilities for the module’s states and the transitions between them is deter-

minate and finite. Various states the module may be in can result from different events 

that transpire to it [8]. 

By understanding this concept, developers can apply it to individual software ob-

jects. E.g., “Document” objects in a software system change appearances depending on 

their stage in the document publishing process. For example, an unfinished draft,  
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a pending review or a published version can be handled differently via the publish 

method: 

 In “Draft” mode, the app sends the document to “Moderation”; 

 by an administrator, any work can go from “Moderation” to “Published”; 

 when the object belongs to the “Published” group, the method does nothing. 

The State pattern describes multiple classes specific to individual states. It uses these 

classes to assign context components' intended behaviors while running the program to 

dynamically change it [9]. 

A native component makes reference to a specific state object by using a native 

component context. Once assigned to the state, the context delegates work to it chang-

ing it in the runtime. 

The class diagram of the “State” pattern including the main modules is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Class diagram of the “State” pattern 

There are a few side effects to this pattern: 

 the different classes implementing states conceptually distinct from one another 

results in the transition of logic traversing between them being distributed; 

 the state’s classes not being linked to each other is not guaranteed; 

 designing a state classes hierarchy is difficult. 
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3.3 Problem statement 

Based on the analysis of the selected subject area, it is possible to identify the main 

problems, the solution of which is the main focus of the research: 

 reduction of the number of internal states and transitions between them when per-

forming asynchronous operations; 

 the need to create new objects for the finite state machine makes it difficult to reuse 

the state code in object-oriented projects; 

 transitioning between object states requires moving away from centralization (the 

process of changing the current state); 

 the requirement that all OOP state classes depend on each other causes problems for 

developers (impossibility of using them to describe other models). 

Because of the described problems, it is possible to single out the tasks, the solution 

of which is the goal of the conducted research: 

 analysis of the “State” design pattern, which is based on the object-oriented 

abstraction of the finite state machine; 

 development of a design pattern that allows objects to change their behavior depend-

ing on their state, with the elimination of the main shortcomings of the existing 

“State” pattern; 

 development of a refactoring method that will allow moving from the use of the 

“State” pattern to the use of the developed pattern with the minimization of the 

chances of errors. 

3.4 “State Engine” design pattern overview 

This paper proposes a new “State Engine” pattern, which combines the advantages of 

finite state machines and the “State” pattern. 

In order to provide the ability to reuse state classes (for other domain models or in 

the context of any other component), this pattern uses an event dispatch mechanism 

with events that are used and sent by state machine classes to notify of operations that 

have been performed. The state machine object, in turn, reacts to these events by 

changing its current state, which can be performed both by the automaton itself and by 

a separate object that will be responsible for it. This scheme is somewhat similar to the 

“Observer” / “Publish-Subscribe” patterns, which are used to exchange messages be-

tween system components or between subsystems. 

The described changes make it possible to centralize the logic of the transition be-

tween states of the automaton in one place, eliminating the need for classes of states to 

know about each other (which can be seen in the classic implementation of the pattern, 

where each specific state is responsible for changing the state of the automaton). 

At the same time, the logic of transition between states of the automaton can be 

implemented by various methods. For example, you can build a table of transitions 

between states, which will indicate which state to go to, given the current state and the 
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event that was received from it. Another way is to use standard tools of the program-

ming language, such as switch (if-else) instructions, which will generate a new state of 

the state machine object for each variant of the state-event pair [10]. 

The main difference of using the “State Engine” pattern is that the existing states do 

not know about the existence of other states, which allows you to dynamically change 

the set of states without changing the existing logic of transitions between them. 

This modification requires a state manager class to represent each possible state. 

Initially, this state class decides which new state to enter. In the new version the state 

only hands over the event to a state manager by providing a specific event object, which 

then determines alternatives on how to transition. 

The class diagram of the modernized pattern is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Modified pattern class diagram 

The following participants are present in this diagram: 

 Event is the base class for the event that was generated by the state classes. Contains 

a set of attributes “property1”, “property2” that can be used by the class that receives 

events; 

 IState is a basic interface of state types that defines a set of operations (“action1”, 

“action2”) that all states of a certain object must support; 

 ConcreteState1, ConcreteState2 are concrete state classes that implement the 

“IState” interface. These classes are responsible for creating events described by the 

“Event” class; 

 IEventManager is a basic component interface that can receive events from specific 

states, and which is passed to states when they are created. This interface is the only 

contract that allows classes of states and the finite state machine to interact; 
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 ConcreteEventManager/Context is a concrete class of a state machine that has  

a current state that can be changed during its life cycle, and implements the 

“IEventManager” interface to respond to events that have occurred and change its 

state. 

When creating an abstraction object of a finite state machine (“ConcreteEvent-

Manager” class), all existing states of the component are initialized and a graph of 

transitions between the states is built upon the occurrence of a certain event. All created 

states receive an object to notify of events and a context object, which in this case is of 

the same type “ConcreteEventManager” but can be split into different classes as 

needed. 

During the operation, the automaton object delegates operations to the current state, 

which can modify the stored context or send an event that will change the current state 

of the automaton to a new one defined in the transition table. That is, the decision to 

change the state is made by the state machine itself, not by its states. 

Because of the state manager's choice of the next state's value based on current 

conditions, classes that exhibit state values don’t have to communicate with each other. 

3.5 Use of the “State Engine” design pattern 

The “State Engine” pattern can be used in the following cases: 

 if there is a component that drastically changes its behavior depending on its internal 

state, and there are many types of such states (and they can change), and their code 

often changes; 

 if the program code of the module contains many complex, similar to each other 

conditional statements that determine the behavior depending on the current values 

of the properties of the module; 

 if a tabular state machine built on conditional operators is used; 

 if there is a need to reuse state classes to implement a state machine of a different 

type that has nothing to do with the original class. 

“State Engine” pattern makes it quite easy to implement the abstraction of a finite 

state machine to describe the behavior of a model of a certain domain. Then, if ne-

cessary, it is possible to adjust and modify the created component to meet new 

requirements. 

The pattern presented in the paper is flexible and dynamic, which is reflected in the 

ability to change and adjust it depending on the needs of a particular software system. 

“State Engine” pattern allows you to make the following modifications: 

 data model storage. A context can be implemented in such a way that the data model 

that is passed to the state classes for use during operations is separated from the event 

handler and placed in a separate class. This approach complicates the 

implementation of the pattern, but reduces the dependency between state classes and 

the context class; 

 stateless and stateful state classes. In the “State Engine” pattern, the context and state 

classes contain references to the data model and event manager. Thus, state classes 
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are stateful (keep their internal state during their operation). This approach is not 

always acceptable, because in some cases memory consumption is critical. In this 

case, the pattern can be changed so that the state classes are stateless. At the same 

time, state classes will have to pass parameters to the data model and event manager 

on each method call. In addition to saving memory, this will allow using the state 

object for different data models, since they will not be bound to each other; 

 definition of transitions between states. In the initial version, transitions between 

states are specified in the context (event manager) using a transition graph or special 

constructions of the programming language. But for certain cases, it is possible to 

implement this logic in a separate class, which will allow the context class not to 

depend on a specific table of transitions and to be able to change it if necessary. This 

can be useful if adjacent states can change depending on certain conditions. 

3.6 Transition to “State Engine” pattern 

For software that contains system modules that implement the “State” pattern, a very 

important criterion when switching to the “State Engine” pattern is the ability to carry 

out modernization with a minimum number of actions and without significant changes 

in the existing code base to reduce the risk of errors [11]. 

During the implementation of this work, an instruction was developed containing  

a sequence of stages necessary for refactoring system components that are planned to 

be modernized. The sequence of performed actions is as follows: 

 decide on a class that will play the role of the context (event manager). It can be both 

an existing class that already depends on the state, and a new class, if the state code 

is spread over several classes; 

 create a common state contract (interface, if possible, use an existing one). It should 

describe methods that are present in all states that are directly relevant to the context. 

An important point is that not all context behavior needs to be placed in new classes, 

but only that which is state-dependent; 

 create a class (use existing ones if possible) for each actual state that implements the 

state contract. Implement the specific classes of required states with the code of the 

described behavior of the component. After the operations, all methods of the state 

interface must be implemented in the created state classes. It is also necessary to pass 

an object of the event manager as a parameter to the classes of states in order to be 

able to send a notification about the occurrence of an event; 

 when extracting behavior from the context, there is a probability of encountering the 

fact that this behavior depends on private properties or methods of the context, which 

are not accessible from the state object. There are several ways to work around this 

problem. The simplest is to leave the behavior inside the context, calling it from the 

state object. Another way is to implement state classes as nested components of the 

context class, which will allow them to access all the private members of the context. 

However, this method is supported only by some programming languages (for 

example, Java, C#) and leads to increased coupling of state classes; 
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 create a base event class that will occur in state classes when certain operations are 

performed. Add the necessary fields to the class to pass data from the state class to 

the event manager; 

 implement event-occurrence logic in state classes, paying attention to the fact that 

the occurrence of an event can lead to a change in the state of the context. Each 

occurrence of an event must be accompanied by sending a corresponding message 

to the event manager; 

 create a field in the context for storing states, as well as a table of transitions between 

states, which will transfer the context to a new state based on the event-state pair; 

 remove the code that switches the context state from the specific state classes, as it 

will now be the responsibility of the state manager. 

Performing the actions described above will allow you to flexibly configure system 

components that have their own state and reuse state classes between objects of 

different types. 

3.7 Relationship with other patterns 

The primary task of patterns is to solve a problem that occurs quite often and with the 

wrong approach to the solution can lead to the emergence of new problems or make it 

impossible to scale the module. That is, patterns are, in addition to a way of building 

the software code in a certain way, also a means of describing the problems that lead to 

such a solution. 

Design pattern “State Engine” shares some features with the following patterns: 

 “Bridge”, “Strategy” and “State Engine” (as well as a bit of “Adapter”) have similar 

class structures – they all have at their core the principle of “composition”, that is, 

delegating work to other components, whose lifetime is determined by the main 

module. They are distinguished by the fact that they are used to solve different 

problems; 

 The “State Engine” can be considered as a superstructure on top of the “Strategy” 

pattern. Composition is used in both patterns, allowing you to change the behavior 

of the main component by delegating work to nested helper objects. However, in 

“Strategy” these objects do not know about each other and are not related in any 

way. In the “State” pattern, specific states can independently switch the context of 

the main object, determining its future state [12]. 

3.8 “State” and “State Engine” design patterns comparison 

The “State Engine” pattern is free of the main disadvantages of the “State” pattern:  

 complicated reuse of state classes, as they know about each other and are highly 

dependent on each other, which makes it impossible to use them in a situation where 

the order of the transition between states is different under the same states;  

 managing the states of the context class, because they determine the next state of the 

main model and explicitly indicate it, depending on the conditions of the business 
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logic, which exposes the details of the implementation of the context to the state 

classes;  

 distribution of the logic of transition between context states to specific classes of 

states, which complicates the state change logic and divides it into different modules 

of the system. 

The modified version of the pattern centralizes the logic of the transition between 

states in the context class (or a separate class that is responsible for building the 

transition graph and is associated with the context class through composition), which 

provides a better understanding of the system and the ability to make the necessary 

changes in one place. 

In the new version of the pattern, state classes are no longer dependent on and 

unaware of other states, which allows them to be reused to design new components that 

may have the same states, but transition between them is performed in a completely 

different order. This is achieved by exposing a separate EventManager interface (event 

manager), which allows state classes to pass information about an event that has 

occurred, which will cause the context state to change depending on its current state. 

The implementation of the EventManager can be both in the context class itself and in 

a separate class. 

 Conclusions 

Because of the State pattern’s negative characteristics, a design idea emerged that 

solved many of its shortcomings. Called the State Engine pattern, this new idea im-

proved on the State pattern by allowing changes in behavior depending on the object’s 

current condition. 

Using proposed design methods, developers can create reusable state classes while 

independently implementing changing states throughout various modularized systems. 

Furthermore, these systems can maintain single focus of operations while ensuring state 

transitioning logic centralization. 

The practical use of this discovery is that it makes designing and developing software 

much easier. The results have significance in the real world, as they can be used to 

shape the behavior of software systems. 

The obtained results make it possible to significantly speed up the process of per-

forming operations in the program code that use the implementation of a state machine 

to control a set of instructions, and to facilitate the process of creating an object-oriented 

model of a component that can change its behavior depending on its current state. 
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Abstract. The paper describes intellectual system of the formation of 

professional competencies and the approaches to building an agent-oriented 

model of competence formation system. The diagram of the functioning of an 

intelligent system is shown in the article. The main functions and executive 

mechanisms of agents are summarized. It was concluded that agent-oriented 

approach has not yet become the leading paradigm for building corporate 

industrial applications and information systems, and requires the development of 

efficient and understandable and practical AOS programming architectures and 

methodologies, needs to be promoted among system engineers and software 

developers. An analysis of the scientific literature showed that the solution of the 

listed problems is carried out, as a rule, by non-formal methods, which reduces 

their practical value. The prospects of further research can be seen in the use of 

VR and AR to create models of complex distributed and heterogeneous systems. 

Keywords: competency, education, agent-oriented model, competency-based 

approach, LMS moodle  

 Introduction 

Modern approach to education dictates high-level requirements for the content of 

education materials, and the ability to apply received knowledge, skills and personal 

qualities in future professional activities.  

This is ensured by competency-based training. The development of information 

technologies allows to organize individual trajectory in learning and provide adaptive 

educational content, to ensure a competency-based approach. Individual trajectory in 

learning helps student to choose educational tracks on the topics of content by their 

own, same as adaptive educational content tries to predict and choose the most suitable 

types of exercises, the complexity of the programs according to the student’s level of 

knowledge. And competency-based approach is aimed at the formation of competen-

cies and skills needed in future profession [1]. 
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There are a lot of training computer systems which combine the properties of intel-

ligent systems and adaptive control systems.  

Adaptation technologies in these systems are borrowed either from the field of 

artificial intelligence (AI): adaptive planning, intelligent analysis of student’s decisions, 

support for interactive problem solving, support for problem solving by examples and 

support for collaboration or from the field of adaptive hypermedia: support for adaptive 

presentation and adaptive navigation [2], [3]. 

 Analysis of recent research 

A general idea of intelligent learning systems was formulated back in 1970 by  

D. Won, P. Jansen and J. Carbonell [4], but real research and commercial ITS appeared 

already in the 80s of the XX century. 

While studying Agent-based computing R. Abdalla and A. Mishra investigated the 

agent concepts, techniques, methods, and tools used in evolving Internet of Things sys-

tems. In their research scientists conducted a comprehensive analysis of selected agent-

oriented software engineering methodologies. They have also provided a proposal of  

a draft unified approach that drives benefits of these methodologies towards advan-

cement in the studied area [5]. 

Multi-Agent Programming was studied both by A.R. Panisson, P. McBurney,  

R.H. Bordini and by T. Ahlbrecht, J. Dix, N. Fiekas, T. Krausburg groups of scientists. 

The first one investigated mostly the advantages of using argumentation-based 

techniques in multi-agent systems. They also proposed an argumentation framework 

using the particular structure of argumentation schemes at its core [6], [7]. While the 

second group of researchers tried to find scenarios, where it pays off to use the tools of 

agent-oriented software engineering, and tried to encourage people to learn about those 

tools and instruments [8]. 

A. Croatti and A. Ricci studied programming agent-based mobile applications, 

namely the JaCa-Android framework. They described JaCa-Android framework and 

benefits of its use. They also highlighted that the impressive progress of technologies 

makes it possible to explore the use of agent-oriented programming languages and 

frameworks based on cognitive architectures [9]. 

E. Iotti, G. Petrosino, S. Monica, and F. Bergenti discussed two approaches to agent-

oriented programming and compared them from a practical point of view. Thus, two 

considered languages were used to solve the same coordination problem, and obtained 

implementations were compared to discuss pluses and minuses of both approaches 

(Jadescript and Jason) [10].  

The analyze on agent programming was conducted by R.H. Bordini, A. Fallah Se-

ghrouchni, K. Hindriks, B. Logan, and A. Ricci. The researchers reviewed the state of 

the art in agent programming, focussing particularly on BDI-based agent programming 

languages [11].  

Agent-oriented modeling was also the subject of research of Y. Ivashkin and  

M. Nikitina scientists. Their proposal was the agent-oriented simulation model of the 
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logistic system of the material flows. The results of their research led to optimization 

of material flows [12]. 

Agent-oriented methodology became a subject of scientific research of the group  

of scientists: C.W. Shiang, S.Y. Wai, N. Jalia and M. Bin Khairuddin.The adoption of 

such methodology was investigated. The researchers introduced a systematic way to 

model crime simulation in detail [13].  

Research of S. François, J. Ferber, T. Stratulat, F. Michel was devoted to the original 

methods for describing reactive agents. Thus, the “eco-resolution” method proposed by 

them is based on solving a problem by a set of agents that communicate by exchanging 

messages. Here, the solution of the problem is understood as the evolution of a dyna-

mical system until it reaches stable stationary states. These stationary states correspond 

to the satisfaction of the goals of various agents. 

It is also actively conducting researches on the development of Internet education. 

The informational systems are a software shell that not only provides distance learning 

and testing of student’s, but also allows to manage the activities of a virtual educational 

institution.  

Meanwhile, the disadvantage of these systems is the processing of limited individual 

knowledge about the student [14]. 

 Results 

For example, such automated learning systems as ELM-ART-II, AST, ADI, ART-

Web, ACE, KBS-Hyperbook and ILESA allow to develop intelligently a learning 

sequence in the form of a frame script. The interactive learning system “Learning 

Space” (of the firm LOTUS) provides an opportunity for a tutor to place educational 

material on a server, to create discussion seminars for discussing individual topics with 

students. Students can study the material, participate in discussions on topics.  

Connection between participants of the training (teachers and student’s) is carried 

out using e-mail, which is a part of the DOMINO services. However, the key role in 

this system is played by the human factor, which does not allow to classify it as 

intellectual. 

Agent-based systems are being developed and implemented. They are the following: 

 Math Tutor, which provides dynamic, interactive teaching aids for learning mathe-

matics; 

 OLAT web application which implements a learning management system that sup-

ports any kind of online learning, teaching and learning with few educational limi-

tations.  

However, despite the variety of information systems and software, intelligent learn-

ing systems require improvement in the following directions: 

1. Diagnostics and expert assessment of the student’s competencies. 

2. Planning and analysis of the learning trajectory, the ability to adapt to learning goals. 

3. Development and implementation of the programs’ interface that correspond to the 

personal qualities of the student and his emotionality. 
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The intellectual system of the formation of professional competencies should pro-

vide a full cycle of management (reaction to events; dynamic planning; coordination 

and revision of plans; monitoring and control).  

Let define the main functions of such system: 

 Administration; 

 Formation of an individual training program based on the results of primary control 

and questioning; 

 Implementation of diagnostics by means of testing at various stages of training; 

 Formation of the current assessment of the structure`s state and parameters of pro-

fessional competencies; 

 Analysis of the results of diagnostics to form an adequate control action; 

 Decision making on the formation of control actions at various stages of education; 

 Providing educational content which adapted to the individual abilities and needs of 

learners; 

 Support functions for the formation of educational materials; 

 Communication functions. 

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the functioning of an intelligent system, a feature of 

which is the presence of two correction blocks that allows to form control actions at 

various stages of training. 

Automation of the intellectual system will allow not only to exercise control at 

various stages of education, but also to modify educational programs based on the re-

sults of knowledge control. At the same time, individual sets of modules are determined 

not only by the standard of the specialty, but also by the student’s choice. And the set 

of educational elements of the module program may vary, depending on the individual 

trainees’ abilities and the need for an intensity of study of the material in further edu-

cation. 

The process of forming of professional competencies is a complex action that in-

cludes several stages.  

The solution of the problem of managing a complex deterministic process is pro-

posed to be considered as the result of the interaction of many independent purposeful 

program modules – the so-called agents, while the agent can act on behalf of and in the 

interests of a person. 

The field of multi-agent systems is described in [15]. 

These systems include:  

1. open systems – systems whose structure can change in the course of their operation;  

2. complex systems – systems that include many modules (subsystems);  

3. interactive systems – systems that accept user commands and interact intelligently 

with him. 

The use of multi-agent systems is most common in the automation of complex systems 

management, in systems for collecting and processing information; games [16]. 
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Fig. 1. Functional diagram of an intellectual system for the formation of professional 

competencies 
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According to the proposed scheme, the functions of the system are divided into se-

parate modules (control and diagnostics, planning, analysis, blocks that provide com-

munication channels) which, interacting, provide a flexible system of managing for the 

formation of professional competencies [17]. 

 The operation of each module is provided by a software agent, the operation algo-

rithm of which is determined by the script [18]. The relationship of the set of agents of 

the system is represented by an agent-oriented model in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Agent-based model of the system for the formation of professional competences 

At each step, agents consider system inputs and react to unpredictable events (delays, 

failures, changes). The reaction can be independent, or carried out in cooperation with 

the trainee. 

Databases contain a formalized representation of objects in the subject area and their 

relationships, as well as actions on objects. The main functions and executive mecha-

nisms of agents are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The main functions and executive mechanisms of agents 

 Main functions Environment 
Actuating 

Mechanism 
Detectors 

Learning 

agent 

(student) 

Organization  

of procedures for 

issuing 

educational 

material, 

recording events 

in the process. 

Student, data 

channels between 

agents. 

Display of dialog 

boxes. 

Keyboard 

input 

Control and 

diagnostics 

agent 

Organization  

of diagnostics and 

control  

of student’s 

knowledge. 

Recording events 

during 

diagnostics. 

Student, data 

channels between 

agents. 

Formation of data. 

Transfer of data  

to agents at their 

request. 

Agent 

Requests 

The planning 

and 

adjustment  

of training 

agent 

Implementation 

of control. 

Formation  

of control actions. 

Optimization of 

the educational 

program. Fixing 

events. 

Data transmission 

channels between 

agents, taxonomy 

of the educational 

program, 

methodological 

and didactic 

technologies. 

Deciding on the 

form of control 

action. 

Organization  

of decision 

implementation. 

Agent 

requests 

The agent  

of Decision-

Maker 

(teacher) 

Organization of 

procedures for the 

formation of a 

reference model 

of professional 

competencies. 

User, data 

transmission 

channels between 

agents. 

Display of dialog 

boxes. 

Keyboard 

input. 

Agent 

requests 

Competencies 

making agent 

Formation  

of the current 

model  

of the state  

of professional 

competencies. 

Data transmission 

channels between 

agents, reference 

models of 

professional 

competencies. 

Formation and 

display  

of a histogram  

of training and  

a diagram of the 

formation  

of competencies. 

Agent 

Requests 

Agent 

without 

database 

Providing  

a communication 

channel. 

Data transfer 

channels between 

agents, knowledge 

bases, databases. 

Single-tier and 

multi-tier 

database 

applications. 

Agent 

Requests 
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 Discussion 

The analysis of scientific knowledge and pedagogical practice demonstrates that the 

student’s tests can be effective. Pedagogical experiment was conducted at Maritime 

Professional College of Kherson State Maritime Academy (Ukraine) to check the re-

sults on implementation of tests in the agent-based model of the system for the for-

mation of professional competences in subject “Ship electric power systems” [19].  

75 cadets participated in the experiment. They all study at ship engineering department, 

male, aged 17–18, 3rd year of study. Participants were divided into two groups: control 

group (38 cadets) and experimental group (37 cadets). 

By analyzing the data after the experiment, namely – the test on LMS MOODLE of 

education establishment, one can observe that the current state of formation of the 

professional competence of future ship engineers changed positively in experimental 

group mainly. 

During the work in two groups the teacher monitored each group dynamic and 

individual activity of each student. After the tests, by the end of each module, a con-

siderable increase in the high level of professional competence was shown in experi-

mental group, while the level of professional competence in control group changed 

slightly [20]. 

The part of e-course “Ship electric power systems” on LMS Moodle with test by the 

end of the module is shown in figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Part of e-course “Ship electric power systems” with the test by the end of module 
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Results of five test according to number of modules per semester were taken to find 

out each student’s level of professional competence. According to results after pedago-

gical experiment control group participants have following levels: low – 16 cadets (37.5 %); 

medium – 13 cadets (34%); sufficient – 9 cadets (24.5%). While experimental group 

participants have: low level – 5 cadets (13.5%); medium level – 20 cadets (54%); suf-

ficient level – 12 cadets (32.5%). 

Detailed graphical representation of results before and after pedagogical experiment 

can be seen in figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Results on the levels of professional competence of future ship engineers before and 

after pedagogical experiment 

In order to get feedback from the participants of experimental group LMS MOODLE 

Module Survey was created. The results of survey have shown student’s positive as-

sessment of studying. Gathered data reflected student’s attitude to experimental learn-

ing which they found stimulating. 

 Conclusions 

The development of information and communication technologies goes not only along 

the way of expanding the field and diversity of their application, but also leads to the 

emergence of a new multi-level hierarchy of hardware, software, conceptual entities 

that require new concepts, methods and tools for understanding and managing in the 

heterogeneous structure of the global information space. Аgent-oriented approach 

allows to rise to a new level of conceptualization and intellectualization of modern 

information and communication systems. The achievements of the agent-oriented ap-
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proach are various mathematical models of agents and MAS, concepts and methodo-

logies of multi-agent design and programming, agent programming languages, and 

sufficiently developed tools and platforms for implementing multi-agent applications. 

At the same time, the agent-oriented approach has not yet become the leading 

paradigm for building corporate industrial applications and information systems, and 

requires the development of efficient and understandable and practical AOS pro-

gramming architectures and methodologies, needs to be promoted among system 

engineers and software developers. 

Forecasting learning outcomes will make it possible to analyze the quality of edu-

cation, to see the degree of assimilation of educational material by students, to detect  

a discrepancy in competencies between the discipline and the requirements of firms, 

and to assess the possibility of employment of graduates. An analysis of the literature 

shows that the solution of the listed problems is carried out, as a rule, by non-formal 

methods, which reduces their practical value. The modern level of information tech-

nology makes it possible to develop qualitatively new models that combine the advan-

tages of mathematical methods, statistics, theory of neural networks, and programming. 

With the advent of the theory of multi-agent systems, it became possible to create 

models of complex distributed and heterogeneous systems, the class of which is the 

object under the study. 
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